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The Center for Applied Intelligent Systems (CAISR) started 
in 2012� The overall goal we set was to establish a long-term 
joint program towards aware intelligent systems and build up 
CAISR to an international level environment for research, 
undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate education, char-
acterized by being very attractive to industrial partners and 
with high quality research and innovation� What this meant 
was qualified and quantified in several goals for different sub-
field, goals that should be met by 2018� The goals related to 
research volume, education volume, quality of research out-
put, quality of education, volume of scientific papers, volume 
of student theses, volume of PhD education, international 
aspects in the PhD education, amount of research together 
with external partners from industry and public sector, and 
the international and open culture among the staff� A review 
of the goals shows that we have met almost all of them, and 
as director for the center I am very proud of our joint devel-
opment�

CAISR has continuously grown over the last 7 years, and 
during 2018 we continued to recruit staff� CAISR has now 
successfully gone through a generation shift, with one prom-
inent professor retiring and now replaced by two new very 
interesting professors� Despite this generation shift, in 2018 
we managed to publish our hitherto highest number of scien-
tific journal papers�

We have managed to nurture our culture of being good co-
operation partners for external partners� An evaluation of 
how our partners appreciate the collaboration shows that we 

continue, in their opinion, to be excellent at research in co-
production� During 2018 we also ran a series of challenge 
workshops together with the industrial partners to form the 
future of CAISR, from 2020 and onwards�

We see that both our staff and our graduated PhD students 
are attractive to industry, but we also see that there is an en-
trepreneurial culture in CAISR� Not only is our joint research 
resulting in patents and implementable solutions, it also pro-
duces new companies and develops new important compe-
tence� A further sign of this competence was when a team 
with assistant professors and PhD students from CAISR took 
part in a 72 hour hackathon organized by Volvo and were 
awarded the best build prize (see cover)�

Finally, we continue to see strong results from the students 
in our undergraduate programs� In 2018 a team of bache-
lor students, from three different engineering programs in 
Halmstad, participated in the National Science Foundation 
Cyber-Physical Systems Challenge and came in second place 
in the finals in Arizona� It was a great experience for the stu-
dents and a lot of fun for us�

Thorsteinn Rögnvaldsson
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required for this are classification, rearranging/sorting, ag-
gregating, performing calculations, and selection� Much ML 
research (including that on deep learning models) has been 
devoted to this stage� Important open research questions here 
regard autonomous clustering and categorization of events� 
How can events be autonomously grouped for later use?

The knowledge level is about creating “rules” from the infor-
mation� This requires combining information from different 
sources� Is an observed “event” from one data source associ-
ated with another “event” in another data source? Can such 
associations be formulated into rules? An obvious example 
is the supervised learning setting, where “events” (input) are 
matched to correct responses (target) provided by an expert 
and encoded into a rule (model)� An interesting question 
deals with knowledge representations (knowledge structures); 
how can knowledge be represented so that it can be used for 
reasoning and prediction? A set of well-defined, highly-orga-
nized yet dynamic knowledge structures is a prerequisite for 
achieving awareness� A knowledge structure should evolve 
over time from experience, thus allowing for learning from 
data and human experts, and be capable of taking into ac-
count different kinds of initial domain knowledge� 

The top level, denoted the wisdom level, relates to the question 
“why” or “what will happen”? It is about the ability to project 
into the future and reason back into the past� An aware sys-
tem must be capable of extrapolating information into the 
future, and be able to estimate and evaluate the consequences 
of actions based on previous observations� 

It is obvious that being able to do tasks on each level autono-
mously would be a sought after ability, and even more attrac-
tive to merge them into an autonomous information creating, 
knowledge creating, or even wisdom creating system� 

The example paper referred to on this page shows how these 
skills fit very well for building predictive maintenance systems� 
In predictive maintenance (be it for people or for machines) 
we do not always know beforehand what are the important 
data, we do not know (or cannot list) all possible events that 
can occur, and we cannot have experts state all possible faults 
beforehand� Furthermore, we do not always know ourselves 
the causal connections, why certain things happen and others 
do not� However, we are now collecting more and more data, 

from vehicles (or people), from workshops (or hospitals and 
general practitioners), from all sorts of sources, that enable 
information driven approaches to find the connections, and 
to create the knowledge�

In the field of knowledge management, the ability to create 
and transfer knowledge efficiently is considered to be a key 
competitive advantage for a company or an organization� It 
follows that, in the age of digitalization, the ability to use 
computers to create transferable knowledge from product 
and customer data is a key competitive advantage� This is the 
common research topic for CAISR, and we call a system that 
can autonomously create knowledge an aware system�

But what is knowledge? An often used definition in knowl-
edge management is that “knowledge is the whole body of 
cognition and skill which individuals use to solve problems� 
It includes both theoretical and practical everyday rules and 
instructions for action� Knowledge is based on data and infor-
mation, but unlike those two, it is always bound to persons� 
It is constructed by individuals, and represents their beliefs 
about causal relationships”1� This definition is unfortunately 
neither very precise nor useful for approaching the question 
on how to create knowledge in the context of machine learn-
ing (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI)�

A better formalism, for our purpose, is the Data, Information, 
Knowledge, and Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy2, which builds on 
ideas presented by Russell Ackoff3 in his 1988 address to the 
Presidents of the International Society for General Systems 
Research� In it, Ackoff discusses what is required to gener-
ate knowledge and wisdom, and seems quite critical towards 
computer-based methods that claim to generate knowledge� 
Ackoff ends his address by saying that “wisdom-generating 
systems are ones that man will never be able to assign to       
automata”�

Ackoff describes a hierarchical structure for the process, stat-
ing that “Wisdom is located at the top of a hierarchy of types, 
types of content of the human mind� Descending from wis-
dom there are understanding, knowledge, information, and, 
at the bottom, data� Each of these includes the categories that 
fall below it – for example, there can be no wisdom without 
understanding and no understanding without knowledge�  
Nevertheless, it is my impression that on the average about 

1 Probst, G�, Raub, S�, & Romhardt, K� (2000)� Managing knowledge:  
Building blocks for success. West Sussex, England: John Wiley & Sons Ltd�
2 Rowley, J� (2007), “The wisdom hierarchy: representations of the DIKW 
hierarchy”, Journal of Information Science, 33, pp� 163-180�
3 Ackoff, R�L� (1989), “From data to wisdom”, Journal of Applied  
Systems Analysis, 16, pp� 3-9�

forty percent of the content of human minds consists of data, 
thirty percent information, twenty percent knowledge, ten 
percent understanding, and virtually no wisdom�” (The last 
statement followed by a joke-like comment about politicians�)

The DIKW hierarchy and the construction of wisdom is of-
ten illustrated with a pyramid (see figure below); the higher 
a system reaches on the pyramid, the more aware it can be� 
There can be interactions both upwards and downwards in 
the pyramid�

The bottom level in the pyramid, data, deals with collecting 
and representing data� A key research question here is how to 
autonomously select what data to collect� How can a system 
decide what data are (or will be) relevant? A related question 
is how to construct (learn) general features that apply to many 
problems, or to transfer features from one setting to another� 
Furthermore, with endless streams of data (the “internet of 
things”) it is impossible and uninteresting to save all data; it is 
necessary to save snapshots, compressed, or aggregated repre-
sentations of the data� These representations should apply to 
many different tasks� Also, features that look unimportant to-
day may end up being important tomorrow� An aware system 
needs to be curious, able to explore and learn�

The information level relates to questions that begin with 
“who, what, when and how many”, creating “events” from 
the data in the layer below� Examples of operations that are 

Scientific Core

Self-monitoring for mainte-
nance of vehicle fleets
Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 32(2), 
pp 344–384.

Authors:    T. Rögnvaldsson, S. Nowaczyk, S. 
Byttner, R. Prytz, M. Svensson

An approach for intelligent monitoring of mobile       
cyberphysical systems is described, based on consen-
sus among distributed self-organised agents� Its useful-
ness is experimentally demonstrated over a long-time 
case study in an example domain: a fleet of city buses� 
The proposed solution combines several techniques, 
allowing for life-long learning under computational 
and communication constraints� The presented work is 
a step towards autonomous knowledge discovery in a 
domain where data volumes are increasing, the com-
plexity of systems is growing, and dedicating human 
experts to build fault detection and diagnostic models 
for all possible faults is not economically viable� The 
embedded, self-organised agents operate on-board the 
cyberphysical systems, modelling their states and com-
municating them wirelessly to a back-office application� 
Those models are subsequently compared against each 
other to find systems which deviate from the consensus� 
In this way the group (e�g�, a fleet of vehicles) is used 
to provide a standard, or to describe normal behaviour, 
together with its expected variability under particular 
operating conditions� The intention is to detect faults 
without the need for human experts to anticipate them 
beforehand� This can be used to build up a knowledge 
base that accumulates over the life-time of the systems� 
The approach is demonstrated using data collected 
during regular operation of a city bus fleet over the pe-
riod of almost 4 years�

Paper in 

Focus

Figure 1. The knowledge pyramid, adapted from Ackoff (1989). ”From 
Data to Wisdom”. Journal of Applied Systems Analysis 16: 3–9.

CAISR’s scientific agenda is aware systems research, defined as:
Research on the design of systems that, as autonomously as possible, can construct 
knowledge from real life data created through the interaction between a system and its 
environment. This data necessarily includes streaming data. Such systems should be 
able to handle events that are unknown at the time of design.
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Industrial cooperation is a key ingredient in CAISR� Being ex-
cellent at cooperating with industry (and other external part-
ners) is a characteristic that should be very clear in CAISR� 
The level of the industrial cooperation was qualified and 
quantified as having many research projects in cooperation 
with industry� 

It was clear from the start that intelligent systems, e�g� artifi-
cial intelligence and machine learning, would be an increas-
ingly relevant topic for Swedish industry and society� There 
was thus never any question about the potential relevance of 
the research; it was a matter of making the cooperation work 
well and create value from it� Some of the initial CAISR re-
searchers and industrial partners had several years of experi-
ence with academy-industry cooperation and ideas on how to 
develop this further� Mobility, i�e� that researchers spend time 
embedded in the partner companies, was identified early as 
an important ingredient in successful cooperation� Several of 
the CAISR researchers today are mobile and spend about two 
days every week with the industrial partner� 

In the CAISR evaluation done in 2015, the expert panel 
evaluated the coproduction with industry as excellent, and 
further commented that this was a real strength and should 
be carefully fostered and grown into a unique selling point of 
CAISR� The expert panel also conducted a small survey with 
the CAISR industrial partners and concluded that CAISR’s 
quantitative and qualitative goals for coproduction had been 
achieved� In late 2018, the CAISR management commis-
sioned an updated, and both wider and deeper, study of the 

industry partners’ opinion on the value of the collaboration 
with CAISR� This study (summarized later in this report) 
confirms the conclusions from 2015�

In the fourth quarter of 2018 CAISR researchers conducted 
several workshops with the external partners, discussing the 
challenges that they see and what would be important direc-
tions to take from January 2020�

Finally, an open and international culture is important for a 
creative research and education environment� There should 
also be a good balance between permanent staff on different 
academic levels, and temporary staff like visiting professors 
and postdocs� We qualified and quantified this such that 
CAISR should have 25-30 members, of which 5 should be 
professors, and that the majority of the staff should have post-
doc experience from another international research environ-
ment, and the majority of the staff should have their PhD 
degrees from another university� The decision to have this mix 
was made against the background that Swedish universities 
tend to be dominated by faculty that have their under- and 
postgraduate degrees from the same university as they work 
in4 , 5�

Today, about 80% of our staff have their PhD and under-
graduate degree from other universities� We have four full 
professors, and there are many more than 25 staff members� 
We have several postdocs and our faculty recruitment is most 
often through “tenure track” type of positions: assistant pro-
fessors who prove themselves and get offered permanent asso-
ciate professor positions� 

All in all, we can be proud of CAISR’s 
development from 2012 to today. It has 
been good and according to an ambitious 
plan.

4 Gerdes Barriere, S�, Baard, P�, and Nordstrand, J� (2016)� ”Rekrytering av 
forskare och lärare med doktorsexamen vid svenska lärosäten”, the Swedish 
Research Council� VR 1601, ISBN 978-91-7307-309-7
5  Bienenstock, A�, Schwaag Serger, S�, Benner, M�, and Lidgard, A� (2014) 
”Combining excellence in education, research and impact: inspiration from 
Stanford and Berkeley and implications for Swedish universities”, SNS Förlag

CAISR development 2012-2018

The Center for Applied Intelligent Systems Research (CAISR) 
started officially in January 2012� The overall goal for Halm-
stad University with CAISR was to establish an international 
level environment in intelligent systems for research, under-
graduate, postgraduate, and PhD education, characterized by 
high quality research and innovation with a strong emphasis 
on applications� In 2011 we set up several goals for CAISR 
that we wanted to achieve by 2018, goals for the desired de-
velopment in research, education, and cooperation� 

The international level in research was qualified and quantified 
in terms of publication outputs, the volume of external re-
search grants, and looking at where the grants came from� The 
desired research volume by 2018 was set at 25 million SEK 
(Swedish kronor), about 2/3 larger than in 2011, and this 
should lead to a production of at least 20 scientific Journal 
papers per year (and equally many conference papers)� The 
expected ratio of number of papers to research turnover was 
estimated from international and national comparisons 1, 2, 3� 
A high fraction of the papers should be published in high 
level journals and conferences�

The research turnover for CAISR exeeded 25 million SEK in 
2018� The research lead to 25 journal papers and 17 confer-
ence papers, which is two times the scientific production in 
2011 and 2012� About 25% of our journal papers the last 
four years have been published in journals that are either 
among the top 10% in computer science or engineering in 
the Scopus database, or top 20% in the Norwegian DBH sys-
tem (so-called “level 2” publication channels)�

Strong research should mean top quality education to a large 
group of students� CAISR’s expected contribution to educa-
tion by 2018 was qualified and quantified in terms of a de-
sired amount of time devoted to education, a desired quality 
of courses as evaluated by the students, and a desired number 
and quality of master and bachelor theses supervised by

1 Gaughan, M� and Bozeman, B� (2002), “Using curriculum vitae to com-
pare some impacts of NSF research grants with research center funding”, 
Research Evaluation, 11, pp� 17–26
2 Larivière, V�, Macaluso, B�, Archambault, É�, and Gingras, Y� (2010), 
“Which scientific elites? On the concentration of research funds, publica-
tions and citations”, Research Evaluation, 19, pp� 45–53
3 Swedish universities are required to report the ratio between scientific 
publications and research turnover in their annual reports�

CAISR staff� The target amount of teaching by 2018 was set 
to the equivalent of 15 half time positions, which was almost 
double that in 2011� The number of master theses should be 
at least 10 per year, with equally many bachelor theses, and a 
significant ratio of the master theses should lead to scientific 
publications�

The amount of teaching done by CAISR staff in 2018 equaled 
almost 16 half time positions� Not only are CAISR staff now 
engaged in more courses, but student interest in intelligent 
systems has also increased, showing the good foresight when 
making the CAISR investment� CAISR staff have consistently 
worked with improving course quality, and as many as 96% 
of the students who filled in course evaluations 2018 graded 
the courses given by CAISR staff as “good” or “very good” (as 
a comparison, this number was 85% in 2015)� Over the last 
four years, CAISR staff members have supervised more than 
10 master and more than 13 bachelor theses per year� About 
1/6 of the master theses have resulted in scientific publica-
tions, and our students have received prices and won interna-
tional competitions in relation to their thesis work�

High quality research should mean high quality PhD edu-
cation� This was qualified and quantified such that CAISR 
should reach 2-3 PhD dissertations per year in 2018, that 
PhD students published their work in good scientific chan-
nels, that PhD students got good placements after finishing 
their degree, that CAISR should have a PhD student exchange 
program with other universities, and that PhD students thus 
got a longer experience from within another research envi-
ronment during their studies� The target was to have 10 PhD 
dissertations between 2012 and 2018�

In 2018 there were two PhD dissertations in CAISR, and 2-3 
are likely during 2019� There have been in total seven PhD 
dissertations in CAISR between 2012 and 2018� This is below 
the target and there has been a higher than expected number 
of students who left after their half-time Licentiate degree� All 
but one of the seven PhD students who defended their PhD 
thesis have papers in their thesis that are in journals that are at 
least level 1 in the Norwegian DBH system, some in journals 
that are level 2� Only one of the seven did not spend a longer 
time (at least some weeks) in another research environment, 
and that was because of visa issues� One of the industrial PhD 
students finished his PhD in much shorter time than the stip-
ulated four years�

Peter Berck (CAISR), Petter Wirfält (Volvo Group), Robert Valton 
(Volvo Group) and Björn Åstrand (CAISR) at the workshop ”CAISR 
Future Directions”. 
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Creating Value with CAISR Volvo Buses Region Halland
In late 2018, CAISR commissioned an evaluation of the cen-
ter’s industrial impact and value� This was done both to gauge 
CAISR’s industrial relevance over the first seven years, and 
to create a basis for how to develop CAISR beyond 2019� In 
2018, 21 external organizations were active partners in CAISR 
research and a selection was made of 12 of them, focusing on 
the ones with a longer and more extensive involvement� The 
seven core partners in the CAISR consortium were included, 
plus five more from other projects in CAISR� The companies 
ranged from rather small start-ups, to mid-size ones (from 
Sweden or part of an international business group) and large 
international organisations� An external evaluator, Dr Lena 
Holmberg (IMCG1 ), conducted interviews with the partners 
and wrote a summary report� 

Dr Lena Holmberg, conducted the interviews and wrote the report 
”Creating Value with CAISR”

The result is that the organizations and individuals interviewed 
are satisfied with the collaboration within CAISR� They are 
impressed with the competence among the researchers and 
very positive regarding the researchers’ attitude towards work-
ing with companies� The companies really appreciate the op-
portunity of having the researchers on site, working together 
with the personnel on genuine problems using real data� No 
radical changes are suggested to either direction of the re-
search or the kinds of collaboration activities�

1 https://imcg�se/

Several organizations mentioned concrete results as an im-
portant value delivered through CAISR� Through collaborat-
ing with researchers who work on real data and with real sys-
tems, new services and patents have been developed� Some of 
the results have been put to use in the organizations delivering 
value� However, not all projects have (yet) resulted in tangible 
results� Sometimes this has been the result of changes in the 
project due to lack of resources or focus, and sometimes the 
external partner organisation has not managed to make use 
of the results�

Most organizations mentioned competence development as 
the main value from CAISR� They always learn through the 
project, mostly new methods but sometimes also how dif-
ficult it is to create value from AI and Machine Learning� 
Sometimes the learning has been to not go in a specific di-
rection� The competence and capacity building have been 
done in various ways� Some organizations have appointed an 
industrial PhD, whereas others have received training or just 
worked together in projects� Through CAISR they get access 
to competence they do not have in-house�

Large partners seem to value competence development most, 
whereas smaller ones really depend on getting results that 
can quickly be transferred into real results� One challenge 
for CAISR is to continue to address both these needs� Other 
kinds of values created for the companies include recruiting 
and branding, which is very much in line with the center’s 
objectives�

Several organizations point out that when CAISR started, 
they were rather alone in Sweden focusing on this kind of 
AI and Machine Learning� In recent years many of the larg-
er universities have received large amounts of funding within 
this area, why the competition is getting fiercer� However, the 
evaluation indicates several opportunities for CAISR to con-
tinue to create a competitive environment, by making stra-
tegic decisions regarding the future research focus and appli-
cation areas, but also by fine-tuning collaboration processes� 
The largest opportunity might be to develop better processes 
for how to implement the knowledge created in the research 
projects and make it work on an industrial scale� Achieving 
real impact requires a devoted effort from the industrial/ex-
ternal partners, since the benefits are primarily reaped outside 
the academic setting� However, multidisciplinary research is 
needed to enhance this process further�

Learning to manage risksCore business transformation
An interview with Ervin Omerspahic Feature Owner Quality & 
Uptime, Volvo Buses

Imagine a bus heading towards the ski slopes in the Alps stops 
right in the middle of Autobahn, creating a really problematic 
situation� Or that a bus on Oxford Street gets engine failure 
and thus clogs up the whole of London� With the help of AI, 
this can be avoided by collecting and analysing data so that 
potential risks with vehicles can be identified and addressed 
with service before breaking down�

According to Ervin Omerspahic, using bus parameter data for 
predictive maintenance provides several benefits for the cus-
tomers� Fewer will experience discomfort due to delays and 
the risk for accidents will drop� The buses can last longer and 
thus become a better investment� Better precision in service 
can be obtained, thereby decreasing the costs� Not to forget 
positive impact on environment!

“I’ve learned a lot from the collaboration 
with CAISR, among other things, I’ve 
realized that everything is not perfect. 
In addition, I now understand how 
important it is with cross functional 
collaboration and that we cannot do 
everything ourselves, so collaboration with 
CAISR is necessary.”

Volvo Buses has a vision 
that by 2030 none of their 
products will have any un-
planned stops� With the 
help of machine learning, 
they can go from selling 
buses to selling uptime, i�e� 
providing mobility instead 
of vehicles� It affects tech-
nology development but, 
to a very high degree, the 

business processes from pur-
chasing to sales, and requires a cultural change and a new 
mindset for product development� 

The demand for people with machine learning competence is 
great right now, why the support from the researchers from 
CAISR has been crucial�

An interview with Markus Lingman, Strategic Developer, Con-
sultant Physician and researcher at Region Halland 

Can the healthcare area learn anything from the automotive 
industry? Are human beings and care systems really similar 
to cars? Yes, in some ways, says Markus Lingman, since at a 
higher level of abstraction it is all about pattern recognition 
and risk evaluation� 

Region Halland contac-
ted CAISR to investigate 
whether their experiences of 
working together with the 
automotive industry could 
be of benefit to the healthca-
re system based on the ques-
tion of how to identify which 
patients are at high risk of 
being re-admitted� Today, ex-
tensive planning is done for 
very many patients, which is 
time-consuming and in ad-
dition many are still coming 
back within 30 days� When all available data were gathered 
and the algorithms applied, it turned out that it is possible to 
predict with high precision at the individual level which ones 
have a high risk of re-admittance� This makes it possible to fo-
cus more efforts on those who are most at risk� Furthermore, 
the situation is of a relatively general nature, so it can be app-
lied within other activities, such as predicting what happens 
to patients after visiting the emergency department�

”Since I am a doctor and have spent a 
long time understanding how to deliver 
better care, I find it very exciting to see the 
possibilities with AI. I would like to call it 
a disruptive innovation, where we can take 
a great step in a new direction unlike other 
developments that are more of stepwise 
modifications and refinement.”

Within Region Halland, they are increasing the number of 
people with AI competence by bringing in educational ele-
ments for doctoral students� They work according to the mot-
to ”think big, start small, scale fast”�

Markus Lingman

Ervin Omerspahic
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Predictive main-
tenance - health

Data driven healthcare
Data driven healthcare, i�e� using data to guide the 
decisions and strategic planning, has a large potential 
to improve the healthcare system in Halland, in Swe-
den, and in the world� Region Halland have demon-
strated in very concrete terms how comprehensive 
data can be mined to support a basis for decisions 
that both decrease cost and increase quality� 

During a period when the population in Halland 
increased by more than 4% and there was a 7% 
increase in patient arrivals to the emergency depart-
ment, Region Halland implemented changes that 
had the following effects:

• The hospital bed days were reduced with the 
equivalent of 2-3 hospital wards across the 
system, at the same time the occupancy levels 
remained stable on inpatient wards�

• The 30-day all cause readmission rate went down 
by 11%� 

• There was a 25% increase in patients discharged 
before noon�

• The overall hospital length-of-stay (LOS) de-
creased by 18%�

• The total hospital admissions decreased by 8%�

• The admission rates from the emergency depart-
ment (ED) to the hospital decreased by 18%�

Taken together, these correspond to annual pro- 
ductivity improvements of up to 80 million SEK  
in Halland�

Some changes were motivated from data analysis, 
using statistics, AI, and machine learning – tools 
adding to conventional healthcare management� In 
part the work was done in cooperation with research-
ers from CAISR, Brigham and Women’s Hospital 
(Boston), Harvard Medical School (Boston), and 
Berkeley (Berkeley)�

Healthcare costs grow faster than the economic growth, and 
have done so for a long time, which is clearly not a sustainable 
situation� The healthcare system will simply put not fulfill its 
mission if it does not work differently from today and be-
comes more aligned with expectations and more flexible� 

In that perspective, technology becomes central� There is con-
siderable expectation that new technologies, and digitization, 
will fill the increasing gap between needs and resources� Large 
international investments are made in this area� Not least 
aimed at artificial intelligence (AI) since its methods are well 
suited for tasks that constitute the working days of health-
care workers: prediction and pattern recognition (read risk 
assessment and diagnostics)� Machine learning and other AI 
methods are particularly suitable for contributing to increased 
understanding of both complex organizational and biologi-
cal systems� Healthcare needs to be part of the rest of society, 
where intelligent systems are developing and applying rapidly� 
Healthcare is no different from business in this context in that 
vast qualities of digital data are being generated and stored, 
and automated means of analysis are essential if we are to im-
prove the system and patient outcomes� However, healthcare 
is different from many other aspects of society in that we insist 
that solutions and methods are evidence based and verified to 
a high standard� This is often difficult to achieve with AI based 
solutions and is one of the main academic challenges�

Region Halland has developed a strategic healthcare analysis 
and research platform, which offers a unique integration of 

data sources for people in Halland, from all levels of the care 
chain including measurements from primary care, ambulance, 
emergency care, inpatient care and electronic health records 
together with resource data� Halmstad University, through 
CAISR, and Region Halland established a research collabora-
tion that enables real life studies using the platform, where the 
conditions are optimized by having research staff employed 
with both parties� This allows researchers to work in the IT 
environment where the solutions will be applied� Ongoing 
studies include predictive studies of emergency care patients, 
understanding how we can help patients achieve prescribed 
treatment, intelligent home development work and collabora-
tion within the Halmstad Health Technology Center (HCH)� 
We have also begun exploring the opportunities for dynamic, 
need-driven duty roster planning in healthcare units based 
on predicted needs� Another ongoing project looks at early 
detection of risk for adverse outcomes in patients with other 
using electrocardiograms (ECGs) and deep neural networks� 
Here the data consists of over five hundred thousand ECG 
samples, collected over time throughout Halland�

Knowledge transfer between different applications has been 
key� Such disparate fields as intelligent vehicles and clinical 
decision support have much in common in their methodolo-
gy and technology base (sensors, algorithms, etc�), and CAISR 
strives to exploit these synergies� The collaboration, through 
Region Halland, with researchers affiliated with Brigham and 
Womens’ Hospital, Harvard Medical School, and Berkeley 
has contributed a lot to our knowledge base�

A development area that needs to be addressed is the inte-
gration of data from different sources� The development on 
the sensor side is swift, but it is necessary to integrate the 
information from many sources to get the overall picture of a 
person’s or organization’s current state and change� In order to 
meet the need for a more comprehensive picture, we will con-
tinue the work on infrastructure initiatives� The continued 
development of HCH’s Test Environment Halland and the 
Halmstad Intelligent Home (an initiative within CAISR) is 
central in this regard� Investing in test beds where companies, 
developers and public actors can meet is important to support 
the development and introduction of new digital products 
and services� There is also an ongoing need to meet ethical 
concerns about handling sensitive personal data; architectures 
such as edge computing can solve some of these issues and 
need further research�

Digitization leads to increased expectations for personalized 
solutions (services) with high quality and good accessibility� 
The rapid development we see in AI and the pressed resourc-
es means that a paradigm shift will take place in healthcare� 
When intelligent systems become more and more common in 
areas such as prevention, detection, diagnosis and treatment, 
the pathways in healthcare will change, as well as the pro-
fessional roles� The way we prioritize within care will evolve 
and home healthcare will develop and work methods will be 
streamlined� All signs indicate that more and more people will 
be cared for in their homes� Prevention services increase and 
people will gain (or will be expected to gain) greater influence 
over their health and care� The overall objective of our pro-
posed project is to enable industry and the public sector to 
deliver the most competitive products and services for public 

Healthcare is facing major challenges, in Sweden and worldwide. 
Changes in demographics, like ageing populations, and more 
people living with chronic conditions create a greater de-
mand for care. The discrepancy between the number of 
people in care-needing ages and the number of people in 
the labor force increases rapidly. Some nations even see 
problems with educating enough skilled staff to re-
place those that leave the healthcare professions. In 
parallel to this, the disease panorama is changing, 
as well as the ability of the medical care to diag-
nose and treat diseases and treat patients in more 
specific and individualized ways. New methods 
and drugs that reach the market tend to be ad-
vanced and costly. 

and private care at home, with the individual at the center� 
A key part is to create a technical infrastructure that enables 
interoperability between different products and services, as 
well as enabling a transfer of information in the healthcare 
system� Among other things, the technical infrastructure will 
be evaluated and implemented in a private residential area – a 
test bed�
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Predictive maintenance - machines
Predictive maintenance builds on monitoring the condition 
of specific equipment, observing its history and forecasting 
its future usage and wear trends in order to identify the opti-
mum time to perform maintenance on it� In most industries 
today, unexpected downtimes and failures are costly, which is 
why accurate predictions of maintenance needs and possible 
imminent problems become crucially important� 

The predictive maintenance paradigm significantly improves 
upon preventive maintenance by building on predicting in-
dividual health status of the actual piece of equipment, not 
a general expected health� This allows taking into account, 
among others, that usage profiles can be very different, due to 
global aspects (e�g� climate, education levels, and maintenance 
culture) or the particulars of the assignment (e�g� digging rocks 
or gravel, driving on the highway or in the city, etc�)� Many 
market analysis reports indicate that the predictive mainte-
nance market will grow very rapidly the coming years� Digi-
tization and “big data,” faster computers with cheap memory, 
and especially machine learning algorithms that learn from 
very large data sets have demonstrated the possibility of mak-
ing such specific predictions with very high accuracy�

Predictive maintenance fits perfectly aware systems research, 
i�e� the research on systems that construct knowledge (semi-)
automatically from observing data� In many domains “nor-
mal” operation of a system is difficult to characterize precisely 
before deployment, and what is “normal” will vary through-
out the lifetime of the equipment� Similarly, possible faults are 
often unknown or hard to describe precisely� Finally, due to 
cost and design reasons, it is never possible to measure every-
thing of interest; the condition of the equipment needs to be 
evaluated based on data that is available because it is conve-
nient to capture – not necessarily the ideal data�

Over the last 10-15 years, we have been involved in many 
predictive maintenance projects� The majority of them in 
collaboration with Volvo Group, including both trucks and 
buses� In some cases the focus was on unsupervised machine 
learning and detecting anomalies directly from the data, while 
in others we focused on supervised learning with the goal of 
replicating the current repair behavior of the workshops� We 
have worked with warranty data as well as with combining 
internal and public information� The most recent project fo-
cuses on the emerging field of electromobility and extending 
the lifetime of batteries�

CAISR researchers have also done predictive research in the 
Smart Energy sector� Reliability analysis of underground pow-
er cables in electrical power grids helps the local distribution 
company Halmstads Energi och Miljö (HEM) in providing 
better services� We have developed a meta-framework for 
self-monitoring systems to be applied in district heating (to-
gether with HEM & Öresundskraft) and for analysis of heat 
pumps (with EasyServ and Sydpumpen)� Our other partners 
come from manufacturing (Alfa Laval), connectivity (HMS) 
and even healthcare (Getinge Group)� We also collaborate 
with other academic partners, for example on developing 
scalable machine learning methods for massive streaming and 
distributed data�

From the scientific perspective the most important outcome 
of the predictive maintenance research within CAISR are the 
methods, algorithms and approaches we have developed in 
order to solve problems together with our industrial partners� 
This work has resulted in almost 50 scientific peer-reviewed 
publications, several Licentiate & PhD degrees, as well as 
patents� CAISR researchers have developed both theory and 
practice� Examples of the former include: theoretical foun-

dations of hierarchical machine learning, trans-
fer learning; multi-task representation learning; 
clustering techniques; and our anomaly detec-
tion framework (COSMO)� Examples of the 
latter include: an efficient approach to compress 
bivariate histograms of truck engine data; and 
an algorithm for predicting maintenance needs 
of heavy-duty vehicles based on telematics data 
and repair logs�

CAISR research is not only about developing 
new methods� It is very much about applying 
those methods to real problems together with 
our partners� With HEM we have developed a 
ranking of electrical cables based on probability 
of failure, and with Öresundskraft a ranking of 
the most deviating district heating substations� 
By analyzing regularities in heat load patterns, 
we have discovered that many buildings use out-
dated, inefficient heating control strategies� In 
many domains, we have developed informative 
features that describe the data in an understand-
able way and lead to better analytics perfor-
mance� Examples include using long short-term 
memory (LSTM) neural networks to model the 
activities of forklifts, or interpreting the timing 
of different phases of the sterilization process as 
early symptoms of failures�

In addition, we implement those methods and 
make them available as tools1 , as well as support 
our partners in developing and deploying within 
their infrastructure – such tools are used today 
within Volvo Group, HEM, Getinge Group, 
and others� Being a university, we are very much 
active in education, and predictive maintenance 
is heavily featured both in our on-campus cours-
es at MSc level, as well as in our professional 
education (described later in this report)�

Together with our partners, we have identified 
several important directions for further research 
on predictive maintenance� The most broadly 
applicable one relates to representation learning� 
Often the data collected are quite noisy, with 
many redundancies and complex inter-depen-
dencies� This makes it difficult to build models 
directly from raw data, and instead requires cre-
ation of informative features� Current state of 
practice is to spend a lot of engineering effort to 
do this manually� The desired situation is to use 
machine learning to learn good representations 
from the data� State of the art of representa-
tion learning focuses on supervised approach-
es, which are, however, of limited use for many 
practical cases where labelled data is sparse� 

Another direction is related to edge computing, 
where we develop methods for distributed and 
decentralized machine learning – to facilitate 
both lower communication costs and higher 
privacy� A third direction is about combining 
models built from data with expert and domain 
knowledge� In most predictive maintenance set-
tings there is a lot of knowledge available, from 
engineering, design and workshop experience� 
This knowledge is valuable and can significant-
ly strengthen the performance of data mining 
methods� We have coined the term “Joint-Hu-
man Machine Learning” to describe the ideal 
interactions between a user and the self-moni-
toring system� A fourth important direction is 
causal inference� Immediate action after pre-
dicting imminent failure is usually scheduling a 
workshop visit� However, identifying plausible 
explanations of the causes of the failure can lead 
to prescriptive actions for the driver, corrective 
actions for design engineers, and supportive ac-
tion for workshop personnel�

The majority of projects within predictive maintenance projects have 
been done in collaboration with Volvo Group.

From the scientific perspective the most important outcome of the 
predictive maintenance research within CAISR are the methods, 
algorithms and approaches we have developed in order to solve 
problems together with our industrial partners. 

To the left: Data mining 
workshop with the industrial 
partners at the Smart Energy 
Conference

To the right: Reliability analysis 
of underground power cables in 
electrical power grids helps in 
providing better services.

1�  https://github�com/caisr-hh/
cos mo and https://semi�hh�se/
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Halmstad University team wins 
Volvo hackathonHalmstad University team  

wins Volvo hackathon

After a 72-hour hackathon arranged by Volvo, a group 
from Halmstad University won the Best Build Team award 
with its smartphone prototype app Intelligent Probe. 

– We created a smartphone app for automatic inspection of 
the undercarriage system of excavators� By using the smart-
phone camera, pictures of various excavator parts are analyzed 
through computer vision methods to measure sizes of, for 
instance, steel shoe and rolling bodies in the undercarriage 
system� “The analysis will for example determine the need for 
repair and can reduce the workload of Volvo Technicians”, 
says one of the winning team members Eren Erdal Aksoy�

The competition was organized by Volvo Construction Equip-
ment and Volvo Group Connected Solutions, and took place 
in Gothenburg, November 23–26, 2018� Sixteen international 
teams competed in using image intelligence to solve existing 
problems for heavy equipment and machines� The Halmstad 
University team from the School of Information Technology 
(mostly CAISR staff) consisted of PhD students Maytheewat 
Aramrattana, Yuantao Fan and Hassan Nemati, and assistant 
professors Sepideh Pashami and Eren Erdal Aksoy�

The app can become reality 
Volvo Construction Equipment went on with analyzing the 
potential of the provided app prototype� There were also some 
negotiations between the winning teams� – We received an 
invitation to collaborate with two other winning teams in or-
der to extend the prototype and make a more comprehensive 

demo in the coming Bauma fair in April 2019, which is the 
world’s largest machinery and construction equipment trade 
fair, says Eren Erdal Aksoy�

About the hackathon
There were 220 international applicants to the VOLVO x 
HACK SPRINT, and 80 were selected for the competition� 
There were in total 16 teams from different countries such as 
Japan, UK, France, Ukraine, and Sweden� The final judgment 
was based on five criteria: Technical Innovation, Execution, 
Creativity, User Experience, and Pitch� Awards were given for 
Best Hack (awarded to the team that solved the real-world 
problem the best), Best Build (awarded to the team that built 
the most deployable solution), and Honorable Mention� 
The team from Halmstad University received the Best Build 
Award for its app Intelligent Probe�

The winning team, from left: Yuantao Fan, Hassan Nemati, Maytheewat Aramrattana, 
Sepideh Pashami and Eren Erdal Aksoy.

The developed computer vision solution detects vari-
ous features on the excavator. Once the camera is close 
enough, the app starts detecting the borders of the shoe 
plate and returns the height.

VOLVO x HACK SPRINT
The VOLVO x HACK SPRINT was the first Volvo 
Construction Equipment and Volvo Group Connected 
Solutions hackathon that brought together multidisci-
plinary teams of three-to-five members in Gothenburg, 
Sweden, 23-26 Nov� to hunt for the next big innovation 
in image intelligence�
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Halmstad University’s vision is to prepare people for the fu-
ture by creating values, driving innovation and developing 
society� The vision builds upon a university-wide vision and 
strategy process between 2011 and 2013, which also produced 
a research and education strategy for the period 2013-2020� 
The strategy emphasizes four dimensions that are important 
for both research and education: position, profile, quality and 
relevance�

Positioning means to position the university in education and 
research with respect to impact and specialization, and with 
respect to applied and fundamental� There should be both 
high consideration of use and high contribution to under-
standing in the research� The education programs should have 
a strong aspect of applied science� The students should learn 
how they can gain new knowledge and from this create inno-
vations and value�

Profiling means that the university’s profile as “The innova-
tion driving University” shall be well known and recognized 
regionally, nationally and internationally� This means that we 
should emphasize this in student recruitment and promote 
the students’ participation in different international venues 
with innovation, value creation and societal development� It 
also means that we should often show how research at Halms-
tad University leads to innovation, value creation and societal 
development�

Quality means to have high quality in research and educa-
tion, for students, for faculty and staff� Programs and cours-
es should be excellent and well appreciated by the students� 
Students should get good positions after graduation and their 
education should be relevant in their work� Research quality 
should be high, e�g� when measured with peer reviews and 
bibliometrics�

Relevance means that Halmstad University shall be a strategi-
cally important partner for industry and public-sector orga-
nizations to maintain and develop their quality and regional, 
national and international competitiveness� This means that 
a large part of the research should be done with external part-
ners� It means that students should have frequent interaction 
with actors outside of the university during their education�

Halmstad University has a ten-year contract with The Knowl-
edge Foundation to develop as a Foundation Research Center. 
The name for this venture is Research for Innovation and it 
stretches between 2012 and 2021� The Knowledge Founda-
tion’s annual funding to Halmstad University is between 30-
35 million SEK, which equals almost half the government 
direct research funding to the university� Thus, Research for 
Innovation is a major tool for the development and profiling 
of the entire university� The goals of Research for Innovation 
are also expressed with respect to the four dimensions posi-
tion, profile, quality and relevance� 

CAISR is a major contributor to meeting the goals set for 
Research for Innovation, and the targets for CAISR (reviewed 
earlier in this report) were well aligned with the desired devel-
opment for Research for Innovation�

IJCAI industry days
Sepideh Pashami, together with Anders Holst, organized the 
industry days event at IJCAI-ECAI 2018 where companies 
known in the area of AI gave talks about their advancement 
and strategies with regard to AI� Several large AI companies 
-- such as Baidu Inc, Tieto, IBM research, Tencent AI lab, 
Zenuity, Ericsson, Alibaba AI Labs, Scania, Volvo Group, etc 
-- attended this event� The event took place on July 18 and 19, 
2018 in Stockholm�

IJCAI 2018 Industry Days hosted two-panel sessions� 

On the first day, Anita Sant’Anna moderated the AI in 
healthcare panel on the theme “How do we reach the utopi-
an healthcare of the future?”�  Panel participants were Stefan 
Harrer (IBM), Christian Guttmann (Tieto), Claus Bentsen 
(AstraZeneca), and Mohammed El-Beltagy (RaceFox)�

The discussion of the autonomous driving panel was moderat-
ed by Thorsteinn Rögnvaldsson on the second day� The topic 
of this panel was “Will we be able to buy fully autonomous 
cars in 2030?”� The panel participants were Saimir Baci (Volvo 
GTT), Marcello Cirillo (Scania), Shashank Pathak (Visteon), 
and Nicholas Wickström (Zenuity)�

Peter Berck (left) and Reza Khoshkangini (right)  are our boundary span-
ners collaborating with Volvo Trucks Aftermarket. Vera (Volvo's autono-
mous, electric truck) is visible in the background.  

Collaboration with Volvo
Volvo Group and intelligent systems researchers at Halmstad 
University have collaborated around predictive maintenance 
and uptime related projects for more than 12 years� This re-
search has to the major part been funded by Sweden’s Inno-
vation Agency’s (Vinnova’s) Strategic Vehicle Research and In-
novation Program (FFI)� This has led to patents, algorithms, 
scientific papers, academic degrees, and services; services that 
are about to be deployed within Volvo Group� The next step 
together with the Volvo Group is to approach predictive main-
tenance in electromobility�

Halmstad University,       
Research for Innovation and CAISR

Halmstad University, Research for 
Innovation, and CAISR
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Mattias Ohlsson Mattias Ohlsson
Mattias Ohlsson was born in 1967 in Hultsfred Mu-
nicipality. His academic career began at Lund Uni-
versity where he studied physics in the mid-1980s. 
It was in Lund where, in 1995, he defended his 
thesis: Artificial Neural Networks and Combinatorial 
Optimisation. Mattias Ohlsson’s research is primar-
ily about machine learning in medicine and biology 
as well as working interdisciplinary with various re-
searchers and doctors. In 2004, he became a lec-
turer and in 2018 he was appointed Professor of 
Information Technology focusing on machine learn-
ing and computer science at Halmstad University.

The connection between computer algorithms and AI has 
fascinated Mattias Ohlsson for a long time� As a newly ap-
pointed Professor of Information Technology, it is a subject 
that he intends to continue to explore within CAISR�  “My 
research area borders to AI, i�e� getting computers to display 
intelligent behaviour� It is very exciting and there is today a 
lot of interest in this type of knowledge in industry� I person-
ally took an interest in one particular type of AI, so-called ar-
tificial neural networks, early in my career in the late 1980ies, 
and I have been able to stick to that interest even though arti-
ficial neural networks have been going in and out of fashion�”

Mattias Ohlsson is a physicist by training and started his 
PhD studies in Lund about 30 years ago, within a then new-
ly formed group that focused entirely on artificial neural 
networks and machine learning� His PhD work started out 
with optimization problems using methods inspired from the 
Hopfield network, and one of his contributions here was an 
algorithm for tracking particles in high energy physics exper-
iments� 

After the PhD he did a two year postdoc at the Technical 
University in Denmark, and his research turned towards clin-
ical decision support with machine learning methods� This 
has since remained his passion and he has published many 
papers on this, mostly dealing with cardiology and cancer� 
One noted paper deals with embedded intelligence for per-
sonal eHealth services and how to use machine learning to 

interpret electrocardiograms (ECGs) measured with mobile 
handheld devices1� Another noted paper presents machine 
learning methods for automated bone scan index scoring in 
relation to prostate cancer patients1�

As is perhaps obvious from these two examples, Mattias Ohls-
son is keen on developing methods that can lead to real health 
innovations� “By developing different support aids for health 
care, my research fulfills an important function, for example, 
helping doctors interpret images or giving diagnostic sugges-
tions�” In the late 1990ies he co-founded Exini Diagnostics 
AB (https://exini�com/) that develops automated medical 
decision systems� The automated bone scan index method 
mentioned above is one of their products� Mattias also holds 
a couple of patents, one of which is about analysis of ECGs�

When asked about his most interesting research papers the 
last five years, Mattias mentions one where deep convolution-
al neural networks are used for the analysis of microscopic 
images related to prostate cancer2, one with biomarker analy-
sis with support vector machines (SVMs) and random forest 
(RF)2, and one where artificial neural networks are used to 
better predict short-term and long-term mortality after heart 
transplants3� The latter study also estimates the expected ben-
efit to the individual patient�

Mattias Ohlsson has been employed at Lund University for 
over 20 years� In 2004 he was promoted to associate profes-

sor (docent) there in theoretical physics in the subject field 
computational biology� He has taken on leadership responsi-
bilities, as program manager for the undergraduate theoretical 
physics program, and as deputy head of the department for 
Astronomy and Theoretical Physics at Lund University� He is 
an appreciated teacher, and has e�g� given courses in artificial 
neural networks and machine learning at Lund University for 
many years� 

”Much of what we consider to be science 
fiction today is something that we will 
actually experience in the future.”

The interest for these courses have tenfolded in the last years, 
from about 15 students to about 150 students each time� In 
Halmstad he will be providing his pedagogic skills in the new 
professional education that focuses on teaching machine lear-
ning and artificial intelligence to professionals� However, his 
main focus is on developing machine learning research for 
medical decision support together with Region Halland based 
on their healthcare analysis and research platform��

“In Halmstad, the research group focusing on machine learn-
ing and AI is larger than the one in Lund� Here, I hope to 
continue my research with a focus on health and medical care, 
to be able to help in medical decisions as well as practical, clin-
ical issues� The good cooperation with Region Halland offers 
unique possibilities to do this�”

On a more philosophical note, Mattias Ohlsson thinks that 
AI will be a central part of our future� “Much of what we 
consider to be science fiction today is something that we will 
actually experience in the future� For example, robots will be-
come so intelligent that it will be difficult to distinguish their 
behavior from human behavior�” He believes that the human 
awareness and ability to reason are the result of having a really 
large number of neurons and synapses, connected together 
in a complex structure� “If our mental abilities are a result of 
this complexity, then we should be able to construct artificial 
neural networks with the same capabilities – but we are far 
from that today�”

”Here, I hope to continue 
my research with a focus 
on health and medical 
care, to be able to help in 
medical decisions as well as 
practical, clinical issues.”

1 Rubel, P� et al� (2005), ”Toward personal eHealth in cardiology� Results 
from the EPI-MEDICS telemedicine project”, Journal of Electrocardiolo-
gy, 38, pp� 100 – 106

2 Ulmert, D� et al� (2012), ”A Novel Automated Platform for Quantify-
ing the Extent of Skeletal Tumour Involvement in Prostate Cancer Patients 
Using the Bone Scan Index”, European Urology, 62, pp� 78-84

3 Gummesson, A� et al� (2017), ”Automatic Gleason grading of H and 
E stained microscopic prostate images using deep convolutional neural 
networks”, SPIE Medical Imaging, 2017, Orlando, Florida�

4 Delfani, P� (2016), ”Technical Advances of the Recombinant Antibody 
Microarray Technology Platform for Clinical Immunoproteomics”, PLoS 
ONE 11(7): e0159138

5 Nilsson, J� et al (2015), ”The a Heart Transplant Survival Algorithm (IHT-
SA): A New Model to Improve Organ Sharing and Survival”, PLoS ONE 
10(3): e0118644
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Professor portrait Mark Dougherty

Vehicle activated signs, artificial intelligence’s inability to for-
get, and tools to evaluate Parkinson’s disease – these are just a 
few of the topics that Professor Mark Dougherty has spent his 
time on the past few years� 

Now he has joined Halmstad University as a Professor in 
Information Technology� He will divide his time between 
teaching digital forensics, and doing research in CAISR on 
intelligent environments and elderly housing�

– I’m sure it will not be long before I work with people in 
healthcare and in economics too� That’s what I like, to go into 
a lot of different fields� I’m a very eclectic person, which is also 
reflected in my background in education� 

Mark Dougherty grew up close to Cambridge and started in 
academia in the equivalent of a Swedish “civilingenjör” edu-
cation� He fluctuated between this and the much more theo-
retical subject of computer science, throwing in a number of 
economy seminars in the mix� It is hardly surprising that his 

research has spanned a large number of areas and faculties, 
and that he is also interested in the methodology of multidis-
ciplinary work�

In CAISR, Mark Dougherty will work in the intelligent home 
lab, designed to explore new technology to support elderly 
and people that need home care� One of his areas of explora-
tion will be “change detection”� What this means is that data 
from different types of sensors will be analyzed by artificial in-
telligence, targeting signs of change in a person’s daily routine 
such as getting out of bed at unusual times or simple changes 
in movement patterns�

– You want to spot things that are different, but because they 
haven’t happened before, it is difficult to program a system to 
find them� This is a classical AI problem�

Mark Dougherty would like to try using audio sensors, and 
develop AI systems to analyze sounds� He has in a previous 
study analyzed speech in people with Parkinson’s disease to 

PROFESSOR PORTRAIT

Mark Dougherty

“If you are going to find ways 
to support people in their 
daily life, you really have to 
be interested in them.”

note disease progression� In another study, sounds were col-
lected from cars on gravel roads and were analyzed to deter-
mine if the roads needed maintenance�

– Humans are really good at sound, but AI is not – yet� Com-
puter vision has actually gotten much further than AI has on 
sound� I would like to push this development along�

Mark Dougherty points out that microphones are already 
present in many old or disabled people’s homes, for example 
in emergency telephones� If the microphones were constantly 
activated, this would provide an AI with plenty of informa-
tion making data collection simple in practice – but ethical-
ly challenging� Mark Dougherty emphasizes that the project 
must be designed carefully and respectfully, and of course the 
trial participants must be well informed and interested in the 
project� It is also crucial that the researcher is a person genu-
inely curious about people�

– If you are going to find ways to support people in their daily 
life, like helping them to choose or manage a medical treat-
ment, you really have to be interested in them� If you’re not, 
you won’t create anything useful� It’s the same if you want to 
make transport safer� You can’t do anything without asking 
“what do people do?”

He claims there are numerous support systems that people 
simply don’t comply with� Just like they don’t necessarily 
comply with doctors’ prescriptions, or tell the doctor the 
whole truth�

– Old people say “everything is ok”, because they don’t want 
to be a burden� That’s why it can sometimes be a real break-
through to measure people, like we do� This makes it possible 
to say “we can see it is not ok, and we can help you”�

Teaching interests Mark Dougherty a lot� This is actually what 
first brought him to Sweden� He came from the University of 
Leeds, with three times as many researchers as teaching staff, 
to take a lecturing position at Högskolan Dalarna�

– I wanted to do much more teaching than I did� In Swedish 
universities we also have great freedom to set our own agenda 
and methods compared to many other countries, where you 
are more micromanaged� 

He tries to have an ongoing discussion with the students, and 
evaluate courses in the middle rather than the end� Should we 
do more of this? Skip that? Change direction?

– If they are not interested in the stuff I’m telling them, it 
won’t work� And to get a true collaboration we have to get the 

students involved early in the process, not at some late formal 
meeting when the course plans are set already�

Recently Mark Dougherty has developed a rather exciting 
extracurricular interest: speedskiing, where the skier tries to 
reach maximum speed on a specially prepared hill� (World 
records are well over 200 km/h�) Although Mark Dougherty 
started practicing as an adult, he has become skilled enough 
to be in several competitions�

– Most people that start late never get to a very high level, but 
I put a lot of work into this� My two children competed in 
alpine skiing and my daughter is training for a position in the 
Swedish national speedski team� I thought it would be fun to 
do the same, and race together� 

When Mark Dougherty lectures, he occasionally shows a film 
of himself speedskiing�

– I want to show my students that if you really want to do 
something, it doesn’t matter what age you are or if you have 
some disadvantages� You can do it! Many students today have 
a problem with commitment; they want to play safe instead 
of pushing themselves into something different� But at some 
moment you just have to find the courage to go over the edge� 
It doesn’t matter if you’re skiing or giving a presentation: Once 
you are over, there’s no room for fear� You just enjoy the ride� 

Mark Dougherty
Mark Dougherty was born in 1967 in Cambridge, 
England. He studied engineering and computer 
science at Cambridge University before moving 
to the Institute for Transport Studies, University 
of Leeds. Here he defended his thesis: Neural 
Networks Applied to Transport. He moved to 
Sweden in 1996 and was appointed as docent 
at KTH (1999) and professor in Computer engi-
neering at Dalarna University  (2001). His main 
focus in research is machine learning applied 
to transport systems, infrastructure mainte-
nance and medical diagnosis. He is an enthu-
siastic teacher and developed one of the first 
educational programmes in digital forensics in 
Sweden. During 2018 he was guest professor 
in CAISR, and in 2019 he was appointed full 
professor in information technology at Halms-
tad University.
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Engineering education within CAISR

CAISR staff members are involved in teaching on all academic 
levels� On the bachelor level there are three different programs 
(computer, electrical and mechatronic engineering)� The educa-
tion on this level provides the fundamental education base in 
mathematics, electronics and programming� Even though the 
emphasis is not on intelligent systems, our bachelor students 
often do excellent thesis projects with a basis in intelligent 
systems� One example is the drone competition described 
in this report� Other examples include automated aeroponic 
culturing (soil free growing of vegetables indoors with artifi-
cial light), which was nominated from Halmstad University 
for the Swedish Embedded Award student prize in 2018, and 
the Indirect Tire Monitoring System, which was awarded the 
HMS prize for best Halmstad IT-engineering thesis in 2017 
and also resulted in a scientific publication�

On master level there are two international two year master 
programs (information technology and embedded and intelli-

gent systems) which provide advanced level education� Ad-
ditionally, CAISR staff teach in two five year long “civilin-
genjör” programs, similar to the German diploma engineer, 
which ultimately lead to a master of science in engineering: 
Intelligent systems and Computer science and engineering� The 
topics in these programs closely match the research areas of 
CAISR, with subjects such as machine learning, data mining, 
embedded systems programming, and robotics� In both inter-
national master programs there are courses with applications 
in the areas of autonomous vehicles and smart healthcare� 
Our ambition is that many (say 20%) of the master theses 
should lead to scientific publications, as a sign of their scien-
tific level� This is of course highly dependent on the students’ 
motivation for co-writing a scientific paper after their degree 
is finished� During the period 2012-2018 have 10 out of 64 
master theses supervised by CAISR staff resulted in a scientif-
ic publication� One was awarded the prize for best Swedish AI 
thesis, in 2017, by the Swedish AI Society�

Professional education
CAISR and Halmstad University have initiated several edu-
cation activities towards offering education to professionals� 
The MAISTR Expert Competence program Data Analytics 
and Service Innovation based on Artificial Intelligence is direct-
ed at professionals who want to get continued education in AI 
technologies, specifically machine learning and business and 
service design with AI (see separate article about this)� The 
program is under development and two pilot courses are giv-
en during the Spring of 2019 to evaluate the content and the 
flexible format together with participants from companies� A 
full portfolio of courses corresponding to a two year master 
program is planned to be launched in 2020� The development 
of the MAISTR Expert Competence program is funded by 
the Knowledge Foundation�

Late in 2018, the DAP project (Digital Design and AI Pod-
casting) was started� This is also directed towards continued 
education of professionals in AI and Service design, but focus-
ing on a specific form for the course: the podcast� The project 
aims to evaluate podcasting as a flexible education format for 
a university level course� The development of this course is 
supported by Sweden’s Innovation Agency (Vinnova), and it 
was a result of a special invitation from the government to 
increase the Swedish universities’ offers to professionals�

Online education
CAISR staff are also driving in the development of online 
education: education that is accessible over the internet and 
can reach international students� This of course also works for 
professionals, in Sweden and abroad� CAISR staff developed 
in 2017 a fully online course in data mining� Two iterations 
of the course have so far been given with very good course 
evaluations�

Another online based education relates to new course formats 
for the Swedish “civilingenjör” program� Halmstad University 
is host for the national project “Civilingenjör 4�0”, which is 
funded by Sweden’s Innovation Agency (Vinnova)� The ini-
tiative for this project comes from the government and the 
Swedish production industry�

“Civilingenjör 4�0” is about offering online course modules 
for engineering education in the age of Industry 4�0� Here, 
CAISR staff is involved (together with Lund University) in a 
course module related to machine learning for manufacturing 
applications�

Campus based

To the right: Lecture with the MAISTR Expert Competence program for 
professionals.The lecture can also be followed via link.

Sparbanksstiftelsen Kronan 2018 prize ceremony in Halmstad for student thesis projects. Three of the projects (four students) were supervised by 
CAISR staff. Back from left: Lars Ekman, Sparbanksstiftelsen Kronan, Fredrik Nilsson and Erik Karlsson. Back from right: Vice-Chancellor Stephen 
Hwang, Jacob Harsten and Dawid Ejdeholm.

To the left: Yuka Morimoto is from Japan. She studies the master pro-
gram Embedded and Intelligent Systems, and wants to work with 
autonomous vehicles after graduation. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1Nkl7ZdaruQ 
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Six engineering students from Halmstad University were 
runners-up in an international competition for autono-
mous drones1. The team qualified earlier this spring to the 
final, which took place in Tucson, Arizona, May 15-17.

The students designed an advanced autonomous drone that 
automatically can pick up another drone� The goal of the 
competition was to search an area and identify another drone, 
pick it up and fly it to a drop-off point�

During the final in Arizona, the team from Halmstad com-
peted against three American universities: Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University – who won the competition – as well 
as Vanderbilt University and the University of Pennsylvania� 
The students from Halmstad were the only team outside of 
the United States to qualify for the final�

– We had some challenging but very fun days in Arizona� It 
was great to meet students from other universities and see 
how they had designed their drones, says Marcus Rodén, one 
of the team members�

During the competition, the Halmstad students received an 
award for the best drone design with the motivation: “Halms-
tad University came very close to finishing the mission auton-
omously, and given the complexity and sophistication of their 
UAV design, the near miss was a commendable achievement!”

1 https://cps-vo�org/group/arcompetitions

–The students’ efforts are truly impressive� They have never 
before worked with drones, yet they succeeded in develop-
ing an autonomous drone that is advanced in all three areas 
– electrical, mechatronical and computer engineering, says 
Wojciech Mostowski, Senior Lecturer at the School of Infor-
mation Technology and one of the group’s supervisors�

The six students graduate this summer from three different 
engineering programs at Halmstad University� Patrick Karls-
son and Emil Johansson are computer engineers, Marcus 
Rodén and Jakob Carlsén electrical engineers and Anders 
Bogga and Emil Andersson mechatronic engineers� The stu-
dents’ three different areas of expertise have all been required 
to create the drone� The computer engineers were responsible 
for the drone’s ability to search, find and land through im-
age analysis� The mechatronic students were in charge of the 
design and construction of the drone and its gripping claw, 
and the sensor and navigation system was developed by the 
two electrical engineers� The project was done as the students’ 
bachelor thesis projects�

Education in AI for professionals
The School of Information Technology started in the 
autumn a professional education within artificial in-
telligence that combines information technology with 
innovation sciences.

The program “Data Analytics and Service Innovation 
based on Artificial Intelligence” (MAISTR) is directed 
towards professionals who want to get continued edu-
cation in Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, specif-
ically Machine Learning (ML), and business and service 
development techniques with AI/ML� The program is on 
the advanced level and will (after step 2) comprise cours-
es corresponding to a total of 120 credits (hp)� The pro-
gram has unique aspects by combining courses on both 
AI technology and courses on service design with AI�

A flexible program 
The program is flexible and can be carried out at the same 
time as an ongoing professional career� The education 
builds on previous experiences with developing a web-
based Data Mining course for industry professionals� 
Two courses are suggested for the first year: one within 
Service Design Based on Data Analytics – Perspectives 
and Possibilities (7�5 credits) and one about Deep learn-
ing with applications (7�5 credits)� Each course will run 
over a full semester at a pace of 25% (200 hours), and 
follow a distance-based format with visits from and to 
the participating companies during the teaching periods� 
The detailed contents for these courses will be developed 
in cooperation with the participating organisations and 
company representatives through several co-production 
workshops�

About the program
The “Data Analytics and Service Innovation based on Artificial Intelligence”  is an Expertkompetensprogram 
co-funded by the Knowledge Foundation� It is developed by Halmstad University, University of Skövde and 
RISE SICS� The program is supported by Volvo Cars, AB Volvo, Autoliv, Zenuity, Stena Line, Easyserv, Fysiotest, 
Hotswap, Jayway, Digital Reliance, InUse, RISE Viktoria and Nibe� 
   
The project management group at Halmstad University consists of Stefan Byttner, Sepideh Pashami, Rafik Bougue-
lia and Pontus Wärnestål�

Professor Mattias Ohlsson, waiting for the students in the professional 
programme “Data Analytics and Service Innovation based on Artificial 
Intelligence”

Engineering students in second place in  
international drone competition

Top row from the left: Emil Andersson, Emil Johansson, Marcus Rodén 
and Jakob Carlsén. Bottom row from the left: Patrick Karlsson and 
Anders Bogga.

PhD student Jennifer David and the team member Anders Bogga 
preparing the drone.
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Siddhartha 
Khandelwal

Siddhartha Khandelwal started the company Vector-
izeMove during 2018 to commercialize the results 
from his thesis work “Gait Event Detection in the Real 
World� In December, he was selected to be among the 
20 best business ideas in the country in competition 
with 300 contributions in Venture Cup 2018� Meet 
Siddharta on next spread�

Anita Sant’Anna

Anita Sant’Anna has started Viniam Consulting� The 
company is building a generic infrastructure for data col-
lection in research projects� Instead of looking for grants 
for this, she finances her business by providing a service 
to others who already have grants� Read more about Ani-
ta on the coming spread�

After the doctoral education and four years as a researcher at Halmstad University I 
started working in the industry focusing on machine learning� In the own compa-
ny Convergia Consulting we help customers with planning and implementation of 
machine learning to create value by integrating into existing and new products� The 
world has changed rapidly and today many companies realize that machine learning 
(or broader artificial intelligence) can provide a great value� We want to crack the myth 
that machine learning is equal to large costs and long development times� In parallel 
with our consulting services, we have packages for knowledge transfer to customers’ 
staff so that competence is managed and maintained within their company� Convergia 
Consulting was started already in 2003 and has recently undergone a change of name 
and focus to completely work with machine learning� 

Without the doctoral education, the research thereafter, the contact network and the 
experience of teaching (and the leadership thereby) the company’s direction had not 
been possible� I’m also an employee of the company Raytelligence which develops 
radar-based services and products for the elderly care� At Raytelligence I lead the de-
velopment of algorithms for signal processing and machine learning� The need for 
AI-based services for the industry is enormous and the cutting-edge expertize I ac-
quired through my postgraduate education at the Halmstad University has given me a 
fantastic specialist competence to stand on�

Iulian Carpatorea

During my PhD studies I investigated how the driver of a 
heavy-duty vehicle influences fuel consumption� For this, two 
methods were proposed� One focused on real-time analysis while 
the other captures the overview of a trip�
In my current role, I develop and apply existing methods to pre-
dict the demand of spare parts, automate decision making, and 
contribute to enabling the use of Machine Learning within Volvo 
Group Trucks Operations� This involves analysis of both stream-
ing and batch data in large quantities and with varying quality�
My time at the university taught me the rigors of validating the 
results and creating models that are robust and scalable� One of 
the key differences I see working in industry compared to aca-
demia is that in industry you compare your performance with 
your past results while in academia you compete against other 
people�

Saeed Gholami 
Shahbandi

- Background (Mobile Robotics): signal processing, machine 
learning and AI --> applied in Robotics and autonomous 
agents���
- Now (Data Science): signal processing, machine learning 
and AI --> applied in data science, e�g� developing predictive 
models for vehicle maintenance in automotive industry� Now 
I’m working at Volvo Group Advanced Analytics and AI�

Nicholas Wickström

I have for a little over two years been working in the automotive industry� Currently 
with perception for autonomous driving at Zenuity� Zenuity is a joint venture started 
between Autoliv and Volvo Cars, with the main objective to take the next steps in im-
proving safety for passenger cars� Zenuity was established in 2017 and has now grown 
to 700 employees, distributed over development offices in Gothenburg, Munich and 
Detroit as well as tech hubs in Santa Clara and Shanghai�

At Zenuity I work in a product area, Cruising and highway autonomous driving, which 
develops driver support systems that you will find in the newest Volvo V60, as well as 
the next generation of automated systems for highway driving�

I lead a subarea in Vision together with two colleagues with internal teams in Gothen-
burg and Munich and external teams in Stockholm and Ukraine� In total, around 
100 people are involved in our vision development� As a product owner I have the 
responsibility to prioritize the technical work and make sure that we develop the 
right components, to the right quality level� The development teams take end to end 
responsibility for the software developed�

Nicholas Wickström, Product owner Deep learning/Computer vision at Zenuity

Jens 
Lundström

Taking on challenges outside academia
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The way you walk can reveal current and future health 
problems. Siddhartha Khandelwal, a former PhD student 
at CAISR, suggests the use of wearable sensors for analys-
ing movement. This can potentially result in early detec-
tion of for example Parkinson’s disease, dementia, multi-
ple sclerosis and other neuro-physiological disorders. The 
same method can also be used for early disorder detection 
in horses. 

Siddhartha Khandelwal started the company VectorizeMove 
during 2018 to commercialise the research results� In Decem-
ber, he was selected to be among the 20 best business ideas in 
the country in competition with 300 contributions in Ven-
ture Cup 2018�

Many of our body systems, 
such as the cardio-vascular sys-
tem and the neuro-physiolog-
ical system, intimately collab-
orate to help us move� If one 
of these systems is affected by 
an illness, it will be reflected in 
the way you walk� The manner 
of walking or running is called 
gait and is typically analysed in 
specific gait clinics� Siddhartha 
Khandelwal, who presented his 
doctoral thesis on March 14, 

2018, proposes a solution on how a person’s gait can be meas-
ured outside of these controlled labs:

“Gait analysis is a critical component of assessing neuro-phys-
iological disorders, patients undergoing rehab or athletes with 
leg injuries� However, the analysis is currently performed un-
der strictly controlled conditions and protocols� The results 
of my research are a step in the direction of providing the 
benefits of gait analysis to patients in their daily lives; there-
by increasing the amount of information that is available for 
creating better support systems and plans for rehabilitation”�

Research results will become a product
Siddhartha Khandelwal’s research focuses on detecting gait 
events from wearable sensors on different parts of the body� 
This can be done in a home environment, by the patients 
themselves� The sensor data is translated to a unique pattern

 that shows the quality of the movement by comparing it with 
a ’normal walking’ template� This continuous collection of 
information in a real-life setting is unique and can hopefully 
help patients, physiotherapists and doctors with a better and 
more informed rehabilitation process�

After starting the company VectorizeMove, Siddhartha Khan-
delwal is developing the gait analysis system into a product� 
The Venture Cup award at the end of 2018 was a great ac-
knowledgement to everyone involved in the research and the 
company� 

“During 2019, we will double-up our drive and efforts to cre-
ate better services to significantly improve the rehabilitation 
of both humans and animals”, says Siddhartha Khandelwal�

VectorizeMove AB

Start up - VectorizeMove AB

Start up

VectorizeMove want to significantly 
improve rehabilitation of humans and 
animals.

Siddhartha Khandelwal, at 
Venture Cup

own study� This should allow more researchers to start doing pi-
lot projects for a lower cost, says Anita Sant’Anna�

So far, she has been targeting bigger research groups that might 
have a bit of spare grant money and would like an infrastructure 
built for them� Occasionally, she gets an enthusiastic phone call 
from a researcher who has heard a colleague talking about her 
concept� But as in the early days of any small company, the work 
is challenging� She learns as she moves along, relying on support, 
experiences and suggestions from other startups and from a few 
private investors� A research nurse at the Sahlgrenska hospital has 
been involved in looking for potential clients� A fellow startup 
developing an app for mental health is collaborating with her to 
raise funds for a test pilot� A friend of a friend put her in contact 
with a programming team in Pakistan�

– It’s been a learning journey for myself, starting out with a vi-
sion but needing to work out the practical details� I have been 
lucky to be able to build such a great personal network, says 
Anita Sant’Anna�

Once the data collection system is in place, she is looking forward 
to using it in her own research� Her idea is to develop something 
like a virtual coach or analyst, to send feedback or instructions to 
patients to improve their experience and their health� 

However, Anita Sant’Anna doesn’t think she will ever go back 
full time to academia� Today she divides her time between her 
company and a position as research coordinator at the Center for 
Health Technology Halland� Her job is to create more connec-
tions between the Center and researchers at CAISR and in other 
programs and projects at Halmstad University�

– I quite like the energy and speed with which things change in 
the startup world� The inertia in academia is something I can 
find a little frustrating sometimes� This is more of what I like, 
personally� After this is finished, I will probably move on to the 
next thing, and the next, and the next…

It’s been seven years since Anita Sant’Anna presented her thesis 
in Information Technology on how to monitor patients motion 
patterns by using sensors to get a clearer picture of their illness or 
rehabilitation� After that, as a researcher in CAISR, she wanted 
to develop methods to help people with osteoarthritis to make 
healthier choices� The core concept was to provide patients with 
feedback and suggestions at the exact right time, with the help 
of artificial intelligence and an activity tracker such as a “fitbit”� 
In behavioral psychology, this is called “just-in-time adaptive in-
terventions” and is related to the more well-known concept of 
“nudging”� 

But to do this, she needed massive amounts of data� She found 
herself facing a threshold that was difficult to pass�

– To collect the data, I needed to build a technical infrastruc-
ture� To do this, I needed funding� But it was challenging to raise 
enough funds to collect data, before we were building anything 
interesting with that data, explains Anita Sant’Anna�

Anita Sant’Anna describes it as “data collection limbo”� Without 
a system to collect and store big amounts of data, researchers re-
sort to simplifying their projects and research questions to some-
thing that can be done with any limited amount of data which 
can be accessed quickly�

– I realized that if I had this problem, others probably have the 
same problem� That is how my company came about�

Anita Sant’Anna started Viniam Consulting, where she now 
works half-time� The company is building a generic infrastruc-
ture for data collection in research projects� Instead of looking for 
grants for this, she finances her business by providing a service to 
others who already have grants�

– When people get big grants, they normally develop a specific 
platform that works only for that study� I will go the opposite 
way; make a platform on which each researcher can create their 

She built a company to solve  
a research challenge
Data collection is pivotal to research – but it is not research 
in itself. This means it can be hard to find funding. PhD 
Anita Sant’Anna at Halmstad University created an uncon-
ventional solution to the problem: she started a company to 
create the service that she would have needed herself.

Viniam Consulting AB
Start up
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Raytelligence AB

-The world is facing a change in demo-
graphic situation where a diminishing 
part of the population shall support a 
growing group of elderly� In addition to 
this we see rising numbers of life style 
related diseases such as dementia and 
cardiovascular diseases, says Pelle Viberg 
CEO and CTO at Raytelligence AB�

Swedish Adrenaline was formed in 2013 
with the mission to develop new elec-
tronic products for the Sport and Health 
markets� The fact that these markets dif-
fer very much resulted in 2015 in the 
founding of two subsidiaries to Swedish 
Adrenaline, namely, Raytelligence and 
Innowearable� Innowearable is devoted 
to Sport Electronics and Raytelligence 
is focused on microwave sensors for 
the healthcare- and industrial markets� 
In 2015 Raytelligence received a grant 
from Sweden’s Innovation Agency - Vin-
nova to develop a radar sensor for vital 
sign monitoring� Raytelligence showed 
in 2016 the first version of the 60 GHz 
sensor for vital sign monitoring, and a 
cloud service was also demonstrated� In 
2017 the sensor RayVS1 was certified 
for home use� This year the first industri-
al client was signed for development and 
delivery of sensors to the road construc-
tion market as well as signing a partner-
ship with a major Swedish IT-provider to 
the e-Health market� The Raytelligence 
team is a blend of people with compe-
tence ranging from industrial design to 
radar signal processing�

The system offers monitoring of vital 
signs, that is respiration pattern and res-
piration rate� Moreover, the sensor can 
capture and alert onmotion and pres-
ence/absence of one or more persons in 
a room� From the caregiver’s point of 

view this means that nightly supervision 
can be done more efficiently� From the 
patient’s point of view, it means that he/
she can feel safe at night without being 
unnecessarily disturbed�

-Raytelligence offers a solution for mon-
itoring elderly in their homes� With this 
technology can supervised and secured 
homecare be offered as an alternative 
to nursing home, which means higher 
quality of life and independence for the 
elderly, says Pelle�

Technology

The RayVS1 is the first radar sensor 
that will give the full benefit from 
the 7 GHz bandwidth in 60 GHz 
ISM band� All the capabilities of 
the sensor contribute to a unique 
capturing of respiration, heart rate 
and motion patterns

The sensor has a quad-core process-
ing platform that allows advanced 
signal processing to be performed 
on the sensor itself�

The RayVS1 is capable of measur-
ing the following parameters:
- Range (sub mm accuracy)
- Small movements ( 20 µm)
- Position of target (+- 65 degrees)

The sensor has the ability to detect 
the position of multiple targets in 
the proximity of the sensor�

For security applications it is some-
times desired to measure the physi-
cal condition of a person� The Ray-
VS1/I is able to detect respiration 
in addition to position of a person�

Pelle Viberg was awarded the prize for the Innovator of the year 2018 at “Halm-

stads näringslivsgala”. The motivation from the jury: The Innovation Prize 2018 

goes to Pelle Viberg and the company Raytelligence for an innovation that combi-

nes the collection of health data with the help of radar technology and the use of 

artificial intelligence - a key factor in future care.Innovation is in the pipeline, it meets a large and well-known need and has a 

growing global market. The company has a strong link to research at Halmstad 

University and the profile area Health Innovation.Photo: Destination Halmstad

Start up - Raytelligence AB

Start up

On December 6 Pelle Viberg was invited guest at Innovation Jam. Rebecca   

Sellergren lead the talk.

The miniaturization of radar technology means that we have been able to shrink the technology, which 
means that we can implement completely different applications than before. And when you go higher 
and higher in frequency, we can see even smaller objects and movements. Together this means new 
opportunities. Our special field is that we build a fairly high level of service, where we also use anoth-
er new technology - machine learning. These two techniques work well together, and we try to find 
patterns in this very complex data stream. This means that we can obtain information from this that is 
difficult or impossible to obtain with only camera or radar. 

Pelle Viberg, CEO and CTO
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PhD Graduation - Siddhartha Khan-
delwal

Healthy gait requires a balance between various neuro-phys-
iological systems and is considered an important indicator 
of a subject’s physical and cognitive health status� As such, 
health-related applications would immensely benefit by per-
forming long-term or continuous monitoring of subjects’ gait 
in their natural environment and everyday lives� In contrast 
to stationary sensors such as motion capture systems and force 
plates, inertial sensors provide a good alternative for such gait 
analysis applications as they are miniature, cheap, mobile and 
can be easily integrated into wearable systems�

This thesis focuses on improving overall gait analysis using 
inertial sensors by providing a methodology for detecting 
gait events in real-world settings� Although the experimen-
tal protocols for such analysis have been restricted to only 
highly-controlled lab-like indoor settings; this thesis presents 
a new gait database that consists of data from gait activities 
carried out in both indoor and outdoor environments� The 
thesis shows how domain knowledge about gait could be 
formulated and utilized to develop methods that are robust 
and can tackle real-world challenges� It also shows how the 
proposed approach can be generalized to estimate gait events 
from multiple body locations� Another aspect of this thesis 
is to demonstrate that the traditionally used temporal error 
metrics are not enough for presenting the overall performance 
of gait event detection methods� The thesis introduces how 
non-parametric tests can be used to complement them and 
provide a better overview�

The results of comparing the proposed methodology to state-
of-the-art methods showed that the approach of incorpo-
rating domain knowledge into the time-frequency analysis 
of the signal was robust across different real-world scenarios 
and outperformed other methods, especially for the scenario 
involving variable gait speeds in outdoor settings� The meth-
odology was also benchmarked on publicly available gait da-
tabases yielding good performance for estimating events from 
different body locations� To conclude, this thesis presents a 
road map for the development of gait analysis systems in re-
al-world settings�

Gait Event Detection in the Real 
World

PhD Graduation

Siddhartha 
Khandelwal

Abstract The way you walk can reveal current and future health 
problems. New research from Halmstad University sug-
gests the use of wearable sensors for analysing your move-
ment. This can potentially result in early detection of for 
example Parkinson’s disease, dementia, multiple sclerosis 
and other neuro-physiological disorders.

Many of our body systems, such as the cardio-vascular system 
and the neuro-physiological system, intimately collaborate to 
help us move� If one of these systems is affected by an ill-
ness, it will be reflected in the way you walk� The manner of 
walking or running is called gait and is typically analysed in 
specific gait clinics� In a recently published thesis, Siddhar-
tha Khandelwal from the School of Information Technology 
at Halmstad University, proposes a solution on how a 
person’s gait can be measured outside of these con-
trolled labs:

– Gait analysis is a critical component of assessing 
neuro-physiological disorders such as Parkinson’s 
disease, patients undergoing rehab or athletes with 
leg injuries� However, the analysis is currently per-
formed under strictly controlled conditions and 
protocols� The results of my research are a step 
in the direction of providing the benefits of gait 
analysis to patients in their daily lives; thereby 
increasing the amount of information that is 
available for creating better support systems and 
plans for rehabilitation�

Research results will become a product

Siddhartha Khandelwal research focuses on detecting gait 
events from wearable sensors on different parts of the body� 
This can be done in a home environment, by the patients 
themselves� The sensor data is translated to a unique pattern 
that shows the quality of the movement by comparing it with 
a ’normal walking’ template� This continuous collection of 
information in a real-life setting is unique and can hopefully 
help patients, physiotherapists and doctors with a better and 
more informed rehabilitation process�

– We have tested the system under very dynamic conditions, 
such as different walking and running speeds, surfaces and 
inclinations, and it showed excellent accuracy in detecting 

gait events� This proves that it is ready for use 
in real-world applications, says Siddhartha 
Khandelwal�

Your walk talks

To the right: Test person equipped with wearable sensors for data 
collection.

PhD Defense facts
Title

Gait Event Detection in the Real World
Author

Siddhartha Khandelwal
Main supervisor

Nicholas Wickström, Docent, Halmstad University
Co-supervisor

Thorsteinn Rögnvaldsson, Professor, Halmstad University

Opponent:
Brian Caulfield, Professor, University College, Dublin, Ireland

Grading committee:

Maria Lindén, Professor, Mälardalens University                                             

Jorunn Helbostad, Professor, NTNU, Norge  

Isac Skoog, Docent, Linköping University
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PhD Graduation - Saeed Gholami Shah-
bandi

Interpretation and Alignment of 2D 
Indoor Maps: Towards a Heteroge-
neous Map Representation

Saeed Gholami 
Shahbandi

PhD Graduation

Mobile robots are increasingly being used in automation solu-
tions with notable examples in service robots, such as home-
care, and warehouses� Autonomy of mobile robots is particu-
larly challenging, since their work space is not deterministic, 
known a priori, or fully predictable� Accordingly, the ability 
to model the work space, that is robotic mapping, is among 
the core technologies that are the backbone of autonomous 
mobile robots� However, for some applications the abilities of 
mapping and localization do not meet all the requirements, 
and robots with an enhanced awareness of their surroundings 
are desired� For instance, a map augmented with semantic 
labels is instrumental to support Human-Robot Interaction 
and high-level task planning and reasoning�

This thesis addresses this requirement through an interpreta-
tion and integration of multiple input maps into a semantically 
annotated heterogeneous representation� The heterogeneity of 
the representation should to contain different interpreta-
tions of an input map, establish and maintain associations 
among different input sources, and construct a hierarchy of 
abstraction through model-based representation� The struc-
turing and construction of this representation are at the core 
of this thesis, and the main objectives are: a) modeling, inter-
pretation, semantic annotation, and association of the differ-
ent data sources into a heterogeneous representation, and b) 
improving the autonomy of the aforementioned processes by 
curtailing the dependency of the methods on human input, 
such as domain knowledge�

This work proposes map interpretation techniques, such as 
abstract representation through modeling and semantic an-
notation, in an attempt to enrich the final representation� 

In order to associate multiple data sources, this work also 
proposes a map alignment method� The contributions and 
general observations that result from the studies included in 
this work could be summarized as: i) manner of structuring 
the heterogeneous representation, ii) underlining the advan-
tages of modeling and abstract representations, iii) several 
approaches to semantic annotation, and iv) improved exten-
sibility of methods by lessening their dependency on human 
input�The scope of the work has been focused on 2D maps 
of well-structured indoor environments, such as warehouses, 
home, and office buildings�

Abstract
Autonomous mobile robots have the capacity to help us 
with many service tasks, such as home care assistance or 
moving goods in a warehouse. Saeed Gholami Shahbandi’s 
research suggests methods for enabling robots to better 
understand and become more aware of their surroundings.

When a mobile robot is given the capacity to detect the sur-
rounding environment – everything from walls to obstacles 
such as humans or a chair – it can create its own map� This 
robotic map can be developed by adding layers of informa-
tion from a variety of sources such as cameras and laser scan-
ners� These types of enriched maps, that integrate additional 
knowledge into robots’ internal representation of their sur-
roundings, are called semantic maps and is one important 
piece of the puzzle in creating efficient and trustworthy au-
tonomous mobile robots�

”In a workspace where robots and humans operate side by 
side, it is important that the robots are ’well-behaved’ and 
aware of their surroundings� Semantic maps are one means 
of providing this enhanced understanding to the robot”, says 
PhD student Saeed Gholami Shahbandi at the School of In-
formation Technology at Halmstad University�

Improve human quality of life

In his research, Saeed Gholami Shahbandi proposes map in-
terpretation techniques through modelling and semantic an-
notation, in an attempt to enrich the final robotic map�

”Robotic mapping is a well-advanced field of research, rely-
ing and benefiting from a lot of different improvements in 
robotics, machine learning and computer vision� Such a rich 
discipline of research has made it possible to develop methods 
that can handle challenging environments such as warehous-
es, office buildings or homes�”

”I look forward to seeing this line of research improve human 
quality of life further and that robots will be accessible for 
everyone in their everyday life� I hope I will have the privilege 
to extend my contribution in this field”, says Saeed Gholami 
Shahbandi�
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Figure 3.18: Semantic annotation through transferring prior knowledge.

blueprint and a sensor map is employed for transferring a semantically
annotated region segmentation suggested by the blueprint.

The other semantic annotation approaches in this work, and most
other methods from the literature, take different approaches of supervised,
unsupervised, or model-based, and rely on different types of information such
as visual cues, topological and geometric patterns. Nevertheless, they employ
some form of pattern recognition to fulfill their objective, a lack of which is the
key difference between the knowledge transferring approach and those other
methods. Instead, the association between the instances of the sensory map
and their corresponding semantics is established through map alignment with
the prior map. Although the map alignment could be performed differently,
e.g. based on pattern recognition, in this work however, the map alignment is
done through region decomposition and without relying on the sensor pattern
and a recognition of it. The advantage of this approach is that it no longer
is limited to semantics, and any form of information could be communicated
between different maps through this mechanism.

Semantic maps are created by adding layers of in-
formation from the surroundings. Here is one ex-
ample from Halmstad Intelligent Home (HINT) 
– a realistic smart home environment for research 
at Halmstad University – where Saeed Gholami 
Shahbandi has used information from for exam-
ple sensors and cameras to generate an enriched 
robotic map.     
Illustration: SAEED GHOLAMI SHAHBANDI

PhD Defense facts
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Organization

The CAISR management is supported by the industri-
al advisory board (IAB), where each industrial partner 
in CAISR is represented, and a reference group� A key 
contribution of the industrial partners to CAISR is their 
involvement in the strategic planning� Between October 
and December 2018 we organized a set of workshops on 
where to go next with CAISR and the industrial chal-
lenges� All industrial partners in CAISR, also those who 
are partners outside of the so-called core CAISR profile, 
were invited to present their challenges and discuss pos-

CAISR Management
CAISR is managed by the CAISR director with support from 
the academic management group, the industrial advisory board 
(IAB), the reference group (RG), and a project coordinator over-
seeing details regarding reporting, coproduction and information 
management� The academic management group consists of the 
professors in CAISR, the head for the department where CAISR 
is placed, and the head for the school of information technology� 
This provides a very good overview of teaching, research, coop-
eration and coproduction� The two application areas, healthcare 
technology and intelligent vehicles, are discussed in two coordi-
nation groups�

The management group in 2018 - Antanas Verikas,    
Thorsteinn Rögnvaldsson, Josef Bigun and Magnus Clarin 

sible project directions from that� The results from these workshops 
will be developed further in the first quarter of 2019 into a coher-
ent set of projects from 2020 and onwards�

The IAB give advice on the progress and activities from the indus-
trial partners’ perspective and take decisions when new industrial 
partners want to enter or partners need to leave� David Johansson 
from Tappa Service was the chairman during 2018 for the CAISR 
IAB� The IAB meet in relation to the reference group meetings�

Industrial representatives and CAISR staff in a workshop regarding CAISR Future Direction

The Reference Group
The CAISR reference group serves an important function in the development of the profile; being a sounding board for the 
CAISR management group� The group represents different perspectives: international and national industry, as well as interna-
tional and national academic research, related to intelligent systems� The reference group members meet and review the CAISR 
achievements and activities 1-2 times per year, providing advice and feedback on the progress� Each meeting is typically two 
days long� The latest meeting was in November 2018�

Charlotta Falvin

Chairman of the board for the Faculty of 
Engineering at Lund University and for 
the Lund research park Ideon� Member of 
the board for several companies�

Robert Evans

Senior software engineer at 
Google, Mountainview, Ca-
lifornia�

Christer Fernström

Director and consultant at Fernstrom et 
Associates in Grenoble, France and the 
CTO of CommuniTeams in Copenhagen, 
Denmark� Head of Reference group�

Xin Yao

Chair Professor at Department of Com-
puter Science and Engineering, Southern 
University of Science and Technology, Gu-
angdong, China� Professor of Computer 
Science in the School of Computer Scien-
ce at the University of Birmingham�

Catarina Coquand 

University Director at Halmstad Uni-
versity� PhD in Computer Science� 
Former Dean for the Faculty of Tech-
nology and Society at Malmö Universi-
ty� Before that head of the Department 
for Computer Science and Engineering 
at Chalmers University of Technolo-
gy and University of Gothenburg (a 
shared department)�

Fredrik Heintz

Associate Professor of Computer Scien-
ce at Linköping University� Director of 
the Graduate School for the Wallenberg 
AI, President of the Swedish AI Society 
(SAIS), and a member of the European 
Commission High-Level Expert Group 
on AI� Photo: Mikael Hansson

Industrial Advisory Board 
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CAISR Staff 
researchers

Bigun, Josef  
Prof�, Doctor
Professor signal analysis
josef�bigun@hh�se  

Computer Vision, human vision, 
pattern recognition, biometrics, 
image processing, signal analysis, 
machine learning, AI

Dougherty, Mark
Docent, doctor
Professor Information Technology
mark�dougherty@hh�se

Acoustic analysis, smart sensors, 
medical informatics, decision sup-
port systems, forensic science, eth-
ics of AI

Ohlsson, Mattias
Prof�, Doctor
Professor machine learning
mattias�ohlsson@hh�se

Machine learning, deep learning, 
neural networks, medical informa-
tics, medical decision support

Pavel, Misha
Prof�, Doctor
Guest Professor
misha�pavel@hh�se   
 
Computational modelling of be-
haviors, technology for future care, 
patients’ states inference from unob-
trusive sensors.

Rögnvaldsson, Thorsteinn 

Prof�, Doctor
Professor computer science
thorsteinn�rognvaldsson@hh�se 

Neural networks, self-organizing 
models, predictive maintenance.

Verikas, Antanas 
Prof�, Doctor
Professor pattern recognition
antanas�verikas@hh�se

Classification committees, feature 
selection; semi-supervised learning, 
fuzzy logic, analysis of pathological 
speech.

Byttner, Stefan

Docent, Doctor
Associate professor
stefan�byttner@hh�se  

Self-organizing algorithms, inter-
estingness measures of patterns and 
joint human-machine learning.

Nowaczyk, Sławomir
Docent, Doctor
Associate professor
slawomir�nowaczyk@hh�se  

Data Mining, knowledge represen-
tation, joint human-machine learn-
ing, self-organising anomaly detec-
tion, big data.

Wickström, Nicholas
Docent, Doctor
Associate professor
nicholas�wickstrom@hh�se  
 
Signal analysis of human motion, 
incorporateing expert knowledge in 
the modelling, and making models 
possible to interpret.

Åstrand, Björn

Docent, Doctor
Associate professor
bjorn�astrand@hh�se  

Mechatronics, perception, mobile 
robots, semantic mapping, AGV/
truck safety.

CAISR Staff

Funding
The annual research turnover 2018 in 
CAISR was 25�7 MSEK (million Swedish 
kronor) on the university side (i�e� not in-
cluding industrial in-kind efforts)� The in-
dustrial matching (in-kind) effort during 
2018 equaled 4�0 MSEK, and the total 
industrial matching to CAISR during the 
period 2012-2018 exceeds 47 MSEK�

For 2018, about 6�3 MSEK were direct 
research funds from Halmstad University; 
the rest were external funds (mostly rese-
arch grants but also some cash contribu-
tions from companies)� Thus, CAISR had 
an external funding ratio of about 76%� 
The major part of the external funding co-
mes from the Knowledge Foundation: 5�5 
MSEK directly for the CAISR profile and 
about 7�0 MSEK for other projects funded 
by the Knowledge Foundation, giving a to-
tal of about 12 MSEK from the Knowledge 
Foundation� The sources of the different 
external funds to CAISR (on the university 
side) are illustrated in the pie diagram� The 
bar chart shows how CAISR’s total research 
turnover has developed between 2012 and 
2018�

Financer Budget 20181 Actual 2018

The Knowledge Foundation 4 470 563 5 528 484

CAISR Industrial partners (in kind) 2 6 202 000 4 082 577

Other external funding3 13 000 000 14 082 103

Halmstad University 6 500 000 6 336 960

Sum total 30 172 563 30 030 124

1�  The budget shows what we planned in 2011 for the year 2018�

2�  All in kind contribution have been computed using the standard tariff of 800 
SEK per hour�

3�  Funding from other sources (VR, EU, Vinnova, companies��� not matching the 
Knowledge Foundation

Halmstad University

The Knowledge 
Foundation - CAISR

Region Halland

The Swedish Research Council

EUIndustry Col-
laboration 
- Cash

Vinnova

The Knowledge Foundation 
- other funding

Funding on the University side 2018

CAISR total research turnover
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Khan, Taha
Doctor
Post doc   
taha�khan@hh�se 
 
Computer Vision, image and signal 
analysis of human motion, speech 
analysis, machine learning, medi-
cal informatics.

Pashami, Sepideh

Doctor
Assistant professor
sepideh�pashami@hh�se  

Predictive maintenance, causal in-
ference, representation learning, 
machine learning, data mining.

Pirasteh, Parivash

Doctor
Post doc
parivash�pirasteh@hh�se  

Machine learning, data mining,  
recommender systems, personaliza-
tion.

Shahbandi Gholami, 
Saeed
Doctor

Machine learning, pattern recog-
nition, robotics and semantic map-
ping.

Sant’Anna, Anita
Doctor
Associate professor
anita�santanna@hh�se 

Wearable sensors, human motion 
analysis, tele-monitoring, e-health, 
signal processing, data mining, joint 
human-machine learning.

Khoshkangini, Reza
Docent, Doctor
Postdoc
reza�khoshkangini@hh�se

Artificial intelligence, machine lear-
ning, data mining and decision ma-
king

Muhammad, Naveed

Doctor
Post doc
naveed�muhammad@hh�se

Autonomous robot perception and 
navigation

Lundström, Jens

Doctor
Assistant professor  

Representation learning, anomaly 
detection, intelligent environments, 
modelling of human behaviour pat-
terns.

Lundgren, Lina

Doctor
Associate professor
lina�lundgren@hh�se 
 
Human motion, biomechanics, 
health technology

de Morais, Wagner

Doctor
Research Engineer    
wagner�demorais@hh�se

Smart environments, ambient in-
telligence, Ambient Assisted Living, 
edge computing, mixed reality

Sepideh Pashami presenting projects within predictive Maintenance at 
the Reference Group Meeting at November 6

Etminani, Farzaneh

Doctor

kobra�etminani@hh�se  
    
Data Mining, Healthcare informa-
tics, anomaly detection, big data.

Aksoy, Eren Erdal

Doctor
Assistant Professor
eren�aksoy@hh�se 
  
Computer Vision, Cognitive Robo-
tics, Machine Learning, Imitation
Learning, and Autonomous Systems

Dikmen, Onur

Doctor
Senior Lecturer
onur�dikmen@hh�se         
Statistical machine learning, change-
point and outlier detection, predic-
tive maintenance, causal inference

Alonso-Fernandez, 
Fernando
Doctor
Associate professor
fernando�alonso-fernandez@hh�se 
Biometrics recognition, image/sig-
nal processing, computer vision, 
machine learning and pattern rec-
ognition.

Berck, Peter

Doctor
Post doc
peter�berck@hh�se

Predictive maintenance, data min-
ing, machine learning, deep learn-
ing.

Bouguelia, Mohamed-
Rafik 
Doctor
Assistant professor
mohamed-rafik�bouguelia@hh�se 
Active learning; classification; data 
stream mining; anomaly and nov-
elty detection; big data; predictive 
maintenance.

Clarin, Magnus
Doctor
Dean, School of Information 
Technology
magnus�clarin@hh�se  

Health technology, e-health, data 
mining, applied physics, signal anal-
ysis.

Cooney, Martin

Doctor
Researcher
martin�cooney@hh�se  
 
Social robotics, recognition, hu-
man-robot interaction, well-being

Englund, Cristofer
Doctor
Associate professor
cristofer�englund@hh�se

Machine learning for automated 
driving, vehicular behavioral mod-
eling, connected vehicles, situation 
awareness.

Järpe, Eric

Doctor
Associate professor
eric�jarpe@hh�se   

Change-point and outlier detection, 
smart homes monitoring,
communication security, cryptology.

Khandelwal, Siddhartha

Doctor

Human motion analysis, wearable 
sensors, signal processing and in-
corporating expert knowledge into 
modelling.
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Chen, Kunru

M� Eng�
Research Engineer
kunru�chen@hh�se

Fault Detection, Signal Processing, 
Usage Analysis, Deep Learning, 
Data Mining

Carlsson, Roger 

Research Engineer
nils_roger�carlsson@hh�se 
 

Neural networks, Machine Learn-
ing

van Esch, Johannes

B�Sc�
Research Engineer Data Mining
johannes�van_esch@hh�se

Data management, Software           
Development, Intelligent systems, 
smart homes, embedded systems

Salomonsson, Tommy

M�Sc�
Lecturer
tommy�salomonsson@hh�se

Mechatronics with focus on embed-
ded systems and actuators. Autono-
mous mechatronic systems.

Thörner, Roland

M�Sc� 
Coordinator
roland�thorner@hh�se

Research support; Internal and ex-
ternal relations, funding, agree-
ments, reports.

Börjesson, Emma

B�Arts� 
Coordinator
emma�borjesson@hh�se  

Product development, health tech-
nology, gender studies and norm 
critical design.

Munther, Thomas
M�Sc�
Lecturer 
thomas�munther@hh�se  

Electronics, Electronics Design and 
Implementation, Control Theory, 
Electrical Power Systems, Electri-
cal Machines and Drives

Hertz, Anne-Christine

B�Sc�
Coordinator
anne-christine�hertz@hh�se

Biomechanics, health technology, 
e-health, product development

CAISR Staff    
lecturers, technical and admi-
nistrative personnel

CAISR Staff 
PhD Students 

Ali Hamad, Rebeen

M�Sc�
Doctoral student
rebeen�ali_hamad@hh�se  

Transfer Learning, manifold learn-
ing, human behavior patterns, smart 
homes.

Ashfaq, Awais
M�Sc�
Doctoral student
awais�ashfaq@hh�se  

Descriptive, predictive and prescrip-
tive analytics on EHRs, medical im-
age processing, neural networks and 
deep learning.

Calikus, Ece

M�Sc�
Doctoral student                                     
ece�calikus@hh�se   
 
Data Mining, big data, predictive 
maintenance, deviation detection, 
joint human-machine learning.

David, Jennifer

M�Sc�
Doctoral student
jennifer�david@hh�se 

Mobile robotics, intelligent vehi-
cles, multi-robots, path planning, 
task scheduling.

del Moral, Pablo

M�Sc�
Doctoral student 
pablo�del_moral@hh�se  

Machine learning, predictive main-
tenance, survival analysis, time se-
ries analysis, data stream mining.

Galozy, Alexander
   
Dipl�-Ing(FH), M�Sc�
Doctorial Student
alexander�galozy@hh�se
 
Data mining, machine learning, re-
inforcement learning, deep neural 
networks, predictive health

Fan, Yuantao

Lic�Tech
Doctoral student
yuantao�fan@hh�se  

Anomaly detection, unsupervised 
learning, data mining, predictive 
maintenance.

Farouq, Shiraz

M�Sc�
Doctoral student 
shiraz�farouq@hh�se  

Machine learning, signal processing.

Hernandez Diaz, Kevin

M�Sc�
Doctoral student 
kevin�hernandez-diaz@hh�se

Computer Vision, biometrics, pat-
tern recognition, machine learning, 
image processing, signal analysis

Nemati, Hassan 

Lic� Tech
Doctoral student
hasmas@hh�se   

Data mining, machine learning,  
reliability analysis, power systems.

Recena Menezes,             
Maria Luiza
M�Sc�
Doctoral student
maria�menezes@hh�se 

Intelligent systems, smart homes, BCI, 
affective computing, signal analysis, 
data mining,  machine learning.

Engström, Arianna

M�Sc� 
Research Engineer

Data mining, public health, 
machine learning, e-health

Ong, Linda

M�Sc� 
Visiting research engineer

Health technology, wearable sensors, 
signal and data analysis, social ro-
bots and interaction 
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JOURNAL PAPERS
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CESS�2018�2889395 (digital publication 2018)
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Fusion, Volume 50, p� 9-19, 2019� ISSN 1566-2535� doi: 
10�1016/j�inffus�2018�10�001 (digital publication 2018)
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gues, P�, and Nilsson, J� (2018), “Improving prediction of 
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018-9785-7

Bouguelia, M�-R�, Nowaczyk, S�, Santosh, K� C�, & Verikas, 
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bels without crowdsourcing� International Journal of Machi-
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ry, 32(6), 1597–1633� https://doi�org/10�1007/s10618-018-
0571-0

Cooney, M�, & Menezes, M� L� R� (2018)� Design for an 
Art Therapy Robot?: An Explorative Review of the Theore-
tical Foundations for Engaging in Emotional and Creative 
Painting with a Robot� Multimodal Technologies Interact� 
Special Issue Emotions in Robots: Embodied Interaction 
in Social and Non-Social Environments� Basel� https://doi�
org/10�3390/mti2030052

Ericson, S� K�, & Åstrand, B� (2018)� Analysis of two visu-
al odometry systems for use in an agricultural field environ-
ment� Biosystems Engineering, 166, 116–125� https://doi�
org/10�1016/j�biosystemseng�2017�11�009

Rimavicius, T�, Gelžinis, A�, Verikas, A�, Vaiciukynas, E�, 
Bacauskiene, M�, & Šaškov, A� (2018)� Automatic benthic 
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Rothfuss, J�, Ferreira, F�, Aksoy, E�, Zhou, Y�, & Asfour, T� 
(2018)� Deep Episodic Memory?: Encoding, Recalling, and 
Predicting Episodic Experiences for Robot Action Execution� 
IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, 3(4), 4007–4014� 
https://doi�org/10�1109/LRA�2018�2860057

Chen, L�, & Englund, C� (2018)� Every Second Counts?: In-
tegrating Edge Computing and Service Oriented Architecture 
for Automatic Emergency Management� Journal of Advanced 
Transportation, 13� https://doi�org/10�1155/2018/7592926

Gonzalez-Sosa, E�, Fierrez, J�, Vera-Rodriguez, R�, & Alon-
so-Fernandez, F� (2018)� Facial Soft Biometrics for Re-
cognition in the Wild?: Recent Works, Annotation and 
Evaluation� IEEE Transactions on Information Forensics 
and Security, 13(8), 2001–2014� https://doi�org/10�1109/
TIFS�2018�2807791

Ploeg, J�, Englund, C�, Nijmeijer, H�, Semsar-Kazerooni, E�, 
Shladover, S� E�, Voronov, A�, & van de Wouw, N� (2018)� 
Guest Editorial Introduction to the Special Issue on the 2016 
Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge� IEEE Transactions 
on Intelligent Transportation Systems (Print), 19(4), 1208–
1212� https://doi�org/10�1109/TITS�2018�2815103

Muhammad, N�, & Åstrand, B� (2018)� Intention Estimation 
Using Set of Reference Trajectories as Behaviour Model� Sen-
sors, 18(12)� https://doi�org/10�3390/s18124423

Vaiciukynas, E�, Ulicný, M�, Pashami, S�, & Nowaczyk, S� 
(2018)� Learning Low-Dimensional Representation of Bivari-
ate Histogram Data� IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Trans-
portation Systems (Print), 19(11), 3723–3735� https://doi�
org/10�1109/TITS�2018�2865103

Bouguelia, M�-R�, Karlsson, A�, Pashami, S�, Nowaczyk, S�, & 
Holst, A� (2018)� Mode tracking using multiple data streams� 
Information Fusion, 43, 33–46� https://doi�org/10�1016/j�
inffus�2017�11�011

Rosenstatter, T�, & Englund, C� (2018)� Modelling the Level 
of Trust in a Cooperative Automated Vehicle Control Sys-
tem� IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Sys-
tems (Print), 19(4), 1237–1247� https://doi�org/10�1109/
TITS�2017�2749962

Gholami Shahbandi, S�, Magnusson, M�, & Iagnemma, K� 
(2018)� Nonlinear Optimization of Multimodal Two-Di-
mensional Map Alignment with Application to Prior Know-
ledge Transfer� IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, 3(3), 
2040–2047� https://doi�org/10�1109/LRA�2018�2806439

Khandelwal, S�, & Wickström, N� (2018)� Novel methodolo-
gy for estimating Initial Contact events from accelerometers 
positioned at different body locations� Gait & Posture, 59, 
278–285� https://doi�org/10�1016/j�gaitpost�2017�07�030

Calikus, E�, Nowaczyk, S�, Pinheiro Sant’Anna, A�, & Bytt-
ner, S� (2018)� Ranking Abnormal Substations by Power Sig-
nature Dispersion� Energy Procedia, 149, 345–353� https://
doi�org/10�1016/j�egypro�2018�08�198

Rögnvaldsson, T�, Nowaczyk, S�, Byttner, S�, Prytz, R�, & 
Svensson, M� (2018)� Self-monitoring for maintenance of ve-
hicle fleets� Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, 32(2), 
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Mashad Nemati, H�, Laso, A�, Manana, M�, Pinheiro 
Sant’Anna, A�, & Nowaczyk, S� (2018)� Stream Data Clea-
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Parker, J�, & Lundgren, L� (2018)� Surfing the Waves of 
the CMJ?: Are There between-Sport Differences in the Wa-
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Andersson, J�, Habibovic, A�, Klingegård, M�, Englund, 
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Inference of Unobserved Recent Events, Frontiers in Robotics 
and AI Computational Intelligence: Intentions in HRI, 2017�
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tyavolu, S�, Serna, F� & Sundararajan, S� (2017)� Enabling 
Technologies for Road Vehicle Automation� In Road Vehi-
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Gelzinis, A�, Verikas, A�, Vaiciukynas, E� & Bacauskiene, M� 
(2017)� Parkinson’s disease detection from speech using con-
volutional neural networks, Lecture Notes of the Institute for 
Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecommunica-
tions Engineering (LNICST), 2017, 1-10�

Khandelwal, S� & Wickström, N� (2017)� Evaluation of the 
performance of accelerometer-based gait event detection al-
gorithms in different real-world scenarios using the MAR-
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Manasa, J�, Varghese, V�, Kosakovsky Pond, S�, Rhee, S�-Y�, 
Tzou, P�, Fessel, J�, Jang, K�, White, E�, Rögnvaldsson, T�, 
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Bacauskiene, M� (2017)� A Transparent Decision Support 
Tool in Screening for Laryngeal Disorders Using Voice and 
Query Data� Applied Sciences, 7(10), 1–15� https://doi�
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Ranftl, A�, Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Karlsson, S� & Bigun, J� 
(2017)� A Real-Time AdaBoost Cascade Face Tracker Based 
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Ražanskas, P�, Verikas, A�, Viberg, P�-A� & Olsson, M� C� 
(2017)� Predicting physiological parameters in fatiguing bi-
cycling exercises using muscle activation timing� Biomed-
ical Signal Processing and Control, 35, 19–29� https://doi�
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Recena Menezes, M� L�, Samara, A�, Galway, L�, Sant’Anna, 
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(2016)� Experimental Analysis Regarding the Influence of 
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information for detection of mild laryngeal pathology� Ap-
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nin, S� & Vaiciukynas, E� (2012)� Phase congruency-based 
detection of circular objects applied to analysis of phyto-
plankton images� Pattern Recognition, 45(4), 1659-1670�

CONFERENCES WITH FULL-PAPER REVIEW 

2018

Aramrattana, M�, Patel, R�, Englund, C�, Härri, J�, Jansson, 
J�, Bonnet, C� (2018), Evaluating Model Mismatch Impac-
ting CACC Controllers in Mixed Traffic using a Driving 
Simulator� In: Intelligent Vehicles� Available from http://
www�eurecom�fr/fr/publication/5537/download/com-
sys-publi-5537_1�pdf 

Henriksson, J�, Borg, M�, Englund, C� (2018), Automotive sa-
fety and machine learning: Initial results from a study on how 
to adapt the ISO 26262 safety standard� In: SEFAIAS� Availa-
ble from https://ieeexplore�ieee�org/document/8452730 

Holst, A�, Pashami, S�, Bae, J�, and Nowaczyk, S� (2018)� 
An Invariant Bayesian Conditional Independent Test for 
more Sensitive Causal Discovery, Causal-ML Workshop at 
IJCAI2018, Stockholm, Sweden, July 15, 2018� 

Pashami, S�, Holst, A�, Bae, J�, and Nowaczyk, S� (2018)� 
Causal discovery using clusters from observational data, Cau-
sal-ML Workshop at IJCAI 2018, Stockholm, Sweden, July 
15, 2018�

Torstensson, M�, Duran, B�, Englund, C (2018), Using re-
current neural networks for action and intention recognition 
of car drivers� In: International Conference on Pattern Recog-
nition Applications and Methods - ICPRAM, Prague, Czech 
Republic� Available from http://www�insticc�org/Primoris/
Resources/PaperPdf�ashx?idPaper=76825

Varytimidis, D�, Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Englund, C�, & 
Duran, B� (2018)� Action and intention recognition of pede-
strians in urban traffic� In 2018 14th International Conference 
on Signal-Image Technology &amp; Internet-Based Systems 
(SITIS)� Piscataway, N�J� 

Menezes, M� L� R�, Pinheiro Sant’Anna, A�, Pavel, M�, Jimi-
son, H�, & Alonso-Fernandez, F� (2018)� Affective Ambient 
Intelligence?: from Domotics to Ambient Intelligence� In 
A2IC 2018: Artificial Intelligence International Conference?: 
Book of Abstract (pp� 25–25)� 

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Bigun, J�, & Englund, C� (2018)� Ex-
pression Recognition Using the Periocular Region?: A Feasi-
bility Study� Presented at the The 14th International Confe-
rence on Signal Image Technology & Internet Based Systems, 
SITIS 2018, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain, 26-29 No-
vember, 2018� 

Femling, F�, Olsson, A�, & Alonso-Fernandez, F� (2018)� Fru-
it and Vegetable Identification Using Machine Learning for 
Retail Application� Presented at the The 14th International 
Conference on Signal Image Technology & Internet based 
Systems, Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain, 26-29 Novem-
ber, 2018� 

Menezes, M� L� R�, Pinheiro Sant’Anna, A�, & Alonso-Fer-
nandez, F� (2018)� Methodology for Subject Authentification 
and Identification through EEG signal?: equipment’s and po-
sitioning artifacts� In A2IC 2018: Artificial Intelligence Inter-
national Conference?: Book of Abstract (pp� 37–37)� 

Nowaczyk, S�, Pinheiro Sant’Anna, A�, Calikus, E�, & Fan, Y� 
(2018)� Monitoring equipment operation through model and 
event discovery� In Intelligent Data Engineering and Automa-
ted Learning – IDEAL 2018?: 19th International Conference, 
Madrid, Spain, November 21–23, 2018, Proceedings, Part 
II (Vol� 11315, pp� 41–53)� https://doi�org/10�1007/978-3-
030-03496-2_6

Vaiciukynas, E�, Gelzinis, A�, Verikas, A�, & Bacauskie-
ne, M� (2018)� Parkinson’s Disease Detection from Speech 
Using Convolutional Neural Networks� In Smart objects 
and technologies for social good?: Third International Con-
ference, GOODTECHS 2017, Pisa, Italy, November 29-
30, 2017, Proceedings (Vol� 233, pp� 206–215)� https://doi�
org/10�1007/978-3-319-76111-4_21

Hernandez-Diaz, K�, Alonso-Fernandez, F�, & Bigun, J� 
(2018)� Periocular Recognition Using CNN Features Off-
the-Shelf� Presented at the International Conference of the 
Biometrics Special Interest Group (BIOSIG), Darmstadt, 
Germany, Sept� 26-29, 2018� 

Cooney, M�, Pashami, S�, Pinheiro Sant’Anna, A�, Fan, Y�, 
& Nowaczyk, S� (2018)� Pitfalls of Affective Computing?: 
How can the automatic visual communication of emotions 
lead to harm, and what can be done to mitigate such risks? 
In WWW ’18 Companion Proceedings of the The Web Con-
ference 2018 (pp� 1563–1566)� New York, NY� https://doi�
org/10�1145/3184558�3191611

Ali Hamad, R�, Järpe, E�, & Lundström, J� (2018)� Stability 
analysis of the t-SNE algorithm for human activity pattern 
data� Presented at the The 2018 IEEE International Confe-
rence on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SMC2018), Miya-
zaki, Japan, Oct� 7-10, 2018� 

Cooney, M�, Yang, C�, Arunesh, S�, Padi Siva, A�, & David, 
J� (2018)� Teaching Robotics with Robot Operating System 
(ROS)?: A Behavior Model Perspective� Presented at the 
Workshop on ‘Teaching Robotics with ROS’, European Ro-
botics Forum 2018, Tampere, Finland, March 15, 2018�

Farouq, S�, Byttner, S�, & Gadd, H� (2018)� Towards under-
standing district heating substation behavior using robust 
first difference regression� In Energy Procedia (Vol� 149, 
pp� 236–245)� Amsterdam� https://doi�org/10�1016/j�egy-
pro�2018�08�188

2017

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Farrugia, R� A� & Bigun, J� (2017)� 
Improving Very Low-Resolution Iris Identification Via Su-
per-Resolution Reconstruction of Local Patches� In 2017 
International Conference of the Biometrics Special In-
terest Group (BIOSIG) (Vol� P-270)� Bonn� https://doi�
org/10�23919/BIOSIG�2017�8053512

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Farrugia, R� A� & Bigun, J� (2017)� 
Iris Super-Resolution Using Iterative Neighbor Embedding� 
In 2017 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pat-
tern Recognition Workshops (pp� 655–663)� Los Alamitos� 
https://doi�org/10�1109/CVPRW�2017�94

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Farrugia, R� & Bigun, J� (2017)� 
Learning-Based Local-Patch Resolution Reconstruction of 
Iris Smartphone Images� Presented at the IEEE/IAPR Inter-
national Joint Conference on Biometrics, IJCB, Denver, Col-
orado, USA, October 1-4, 2017� Retrieved from http://urn�
kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-34687

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Raja, K� B�, Busch, C� & Bigun, J� 
(2017)� Matcher Fusion for Improved Cross-Sensor Smart-
phone Periocular Recognition� Presented at the 2017 25th 
European Signal Processing Conference (EUSIPCO 2017), 
Kos Island, Greece, August 28 - 2 September, 2017� Retrieved 
from http://urn�kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-34740

Aramrattana, M�, Larsson, T�, Englund, C�, Jansson, J� & 
Nåbo, A� (2017)� Simulation of Cut-In by Manually Driven 
Vehicles in Platooning Scenarios� In 2017 IEEE 20th Inter-
national Conference on Intelligent Transportation Systems 
(ITSC) (pp� 315–320)� Retrieved from http://urn�kb�se/re-
solve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-35734

Ashfaq, A� & Adler, J� (2017)� A modified fuzzy C means al-
gorithm for shading correction in craniofacial CBCT images� 
In CMBEBIH 2017 : Proceedings of the International Con-
ference on Medical and Biological Engineering 2017 (Vol� 
62, pp� 531–538)� Singapore� https://doi�org/10�1007/978-
981-10-4166-2_81
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Bellone, M� & Qutteineh, J� (2017)� Extension of Trajectory 
Planning in  Parameterized Spaces to Articulated Vehicles� In 
Proceedings of the 2017 22nd IEEE International Conference 
on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation� Re-
trieved from http://urn�kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:di-
va-34852

Bentes, J�, Khandelwal, S�, Carlsson, H�, Kärrman, M�, 
Svensson, T� & Wickström, N� (2017)� Novel System Archi-
tecture for Online Gait Analysis� Presented at the 39th An-
nual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in 
Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC), Jeju Island, South 
Korea, July 11-15, 2017� Retrieved from http://urn�kb�se/re-
solve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-34302

Bouguelia, M�-R�, Pashami, S� & Nowaczyk, S� (2017)� 
Multi-task Representation Learning� 30th Annual Workshop 
of the Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society SAIS�   pp� 53-
59� ISBN 978-91-7685-496-9� Linköping University Elec-
tronic Press�

Carpatorea, I�, Nowaczyk, S�, Rögnvaldsson, T� & Lodin, J� 
(2017)� Features extracted from APPES to enable the catego-
rization of heavy-duty vehicle drivers� Presented at the Intel-
ligent Systems Conference (IntelliSys 2017), London, United 
Kingdom, 7-8 September, 2017� Retrieved from http://urn�
kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-33232

Chen, L� & Englund, C� (2017)� Choreographing services 
for smart cities : smart traffic demonstration� In Vehic-
ular Technology Conference (VTC Spring), 2017 IEEE 
85th� Sydney, Australia� https://doi�org/10�1109/VTC-
Spring�2017�8108625

Cooney, M� & Bigun, J� (2017)� PastVision: Exploring ‘See-
ing’ into the Near Past with Thermal Touch Sensing and Ob-
ject Detection – For Robot Monitoring of Medicine Intake by 
Dementia Patients (pp� 30–38)� Presented at the 30th Annual 
Workshop of the Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society SAIS 
2017, May 15–16, 2017, Karlskrona, Sweden, Linköping� 
Retrieved from http://urn�kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:h-
h:diva-35045

David, J� Valencia, R�, Philippsen, R�, & Iagnemma, K� 
(2017)� Local Path Optimizer for an Autonomous Truck in 
a Harbour Scenario� Presented at the 11th Conference on 
Field and Service Robotics (FSR), Zürich, Switzerland, 12-
15 September, 2017� Retrieved from http://urn�kb�se/re-
solve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-34850

David, J�, Valencia, R�, Philippsen, R� & Iagnemma, K� 
(2017)� Trajectory Optimizer for an Autonomous Truck in 
Container Terminal� ICRA 2017 Workshop on Robotics and 
Vehicular Technologies for Self-driving cars� Retrieved from 
http://urn�kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-34754

David, J�, Valencia, R�, Philippsen, R�, Bosshard, P� & Iagnem-
ma, K� (2017)� Gradient Based Path Optimization Method 
for Autonomous Driving� Presented at the IEEE/RSJ Interna-
tional Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 
Vancouver CB, Canada, Sept� 24-28, 2017� Retrieved from 
http://urn�kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-34851

Durán, B�, Englund, C�, Habobovic, A� & Andersson, J� 
(2017)� Modeling vehicle behavior with neural dynamics� 
In Future Active Safety Technology - Towards zero traffic 
accidents� Nara, Japan� Retrieved from http://urn�kb�se/re-
solve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-35480

Englund, C�, Didoff, J� & Wahlström, B� (2017)� A new 
method for ground vehicle access control and situation 
awareness : experiences from a real-life implementation at an 
airport� Presented at the 24th World Congress on Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS WC 2017), 29 October - 2 No-
vember, 2017, Montréal, Canada� Retrieved from http://urn�
kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-35487

Habibovic, A�, Andersson, J�, Malmsten-Lundgren, V�, 
Klingegård, M� & Englund, C� (2017)� External vehicle in-
terfaces for communication with other road users� In Auto-
mated Vehicle Symposium� Retrieved from http://urn�kb�se/
resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-35481

Magnusson, M�, Kucner, T� P�, Gholami Shahbandi, S�, H 
Andreasson, H� & Lilienthal, A� J� (2017) “Semi-Supervised 
3D Place Categorisation by Descriptor Clustering”, accepted 
for 2017 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent 
Robots and Systems (IROS 2017), Vancouver, Canada, 2017�

Ribeiro, E�, Uhl, A�, Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Farrugia, R� A� 
(2017)� Exploring Deep Learning Image Super-Resolution 
for Iris Recognition� In 2017 25th European Signal Processing 
Conference (EUSIPCO 2017) (pp� 2240–2244)� Retrieved 
from http://urn�kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:hh:diva-34739

Sequeira, A� F�, Chen, L�, Ferryman, J�, Wild, P�, Alonso-Fer-
nandez, F�, Bigun, J�, Raja, K� B�, Raghavendra, R�, Busch, C�, 
Freitas Pereira, T�, Marcel, S�, Sangeeta Behera, S�, Gour, M� & 
Kanhangad, V� (2017)� Cross-Eyed 2017 : Cross-Spectral Iris/
Periocular Recognition Database and Competition� Present-
ed at the IEEE/IAPR International Joint Conference on Bio-
metrics, IJCB, Denver, Colorado, USA, October 1-4, 2017� 
Retrieved from http://urn�kb�se/resolve?urn=urn:nbn:se:h-
h:diva-34688

Svensson, O�, Thelin, S�, Byttner, S� & Fan, Y� (2017)� Indi-
rect Tire Monitoring System - Machine Learning Approach� 
In IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engi-
neering (Vol� 252)� Bristol� https://doi�org/10�1088/1757-
899X/252/1/012018

Vaiciukynas, E�, Ulicny, M�, Pashami, S� & Nowaczyk, S� 
(2017)� Low-dimensional Multi-task Representation of 
Bivariate Histogram Data from Truck On-board Sensors� 
KnowME workshop, ECML/PKDD, 2017�

Vaske, C�, Weckstén, M� & Järpe, E� (2017)� Velody - a novel 
method for music steganography, 3rd International Confer-
ence on Frontiers of Signal Processing (ICFSP 2017), Sep-
tember 6-8, 2017, Paris, France�

2016

Taha W, Hedstrom LG, Xu F, Duracz A, Bartha FA, Zeng 
Y, David J, Gunjan G� (2016) Flipping a first course on cy-
ber-physical systems: an experience report� In Proceedings of 
the 2016 Workshop on Embedded and Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems Education, Oct 1 (p� 8)�

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Farrugia, R� & Bigun, J� (2016)� Very 
Low-Resolution Iris Recognition Via Eigen-Patch Super-Res-
olution and Matcher Fusion� In: 2016 IEEE 8th International 
Conference on Biometrics Theory, Applications and Systems 
(BTAS)�

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Mikaelyan, A� & Bigun, J� (2016)� 
Compact Multi-scale Periocular Recognition Using SAFE 
Feature�  23rd International Conference on Pattern Recogni-
tion, ICPR, Cancún, Mexico, 4-8 December, 2016�

Carpatorea, I�, Nowaczyk, S�, Rögnvaldsson, T�, Elmer, M� & 
Lodin, J� (2016)� Learning of aggregate features for compar-
ing drivers based on naturalistic data�  In: Proceedings: 2016 
IEEE 14th International Conference on Machine Learning 
and Applications, ICMLA 2016� 

David, J�, Valencia, R� & Iagnemma, K� (2016)� Task Assign-
ment and Trajectory Planning in Dynamic environments for 
Multiple Vehicles� Paper presented at RSS 2016 Workshop 
on Task and Motion Planning, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA, 
June 19, 2016�

Fan, Y�, Nowaczyk, S�, Rögnvaldsson, T� & Antonelo, E� A� 
(2016)� Predicting Air Compressor Failures with Echo State 
Networks�  In: Ioana Eballard, Anibal Bregon (Ed�), PHME 
2016: Proceedings of the Third European Conference of the 
Prognostics and Health Management Society 2016� 

Gangwar, A�, Joshi, A�, Singh, A�, Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bi-
gun, J� (2016)� IrisSeg: A Fast and Robust Iris Segmentation 
Framework for Non-Ideal Iris Images�  In: 9th IAPR Inter-
national Conference on Biometrics, Halmstad, Sweden, June 
13-16, 2016�

Gonzalez, R�, Byttner, S� & Iagnemma, K� (2016)� Compar-
ison of Machine Learning Approaches for Soil Embedding 
Detection of Planetary Exploration Rovers�  In: Proceedings 
of the 8th ISTVS Americas Conference, Detroit, September 
12-14, 2016�

Helldin, T�, Riveiro, M�, Pashami, S�, Falkman, G�, Byttner, 
S� & Slawomir, N� (2016)� Supporting Analytical Reasoning: 
A Study from the Automotive Industry�  In: Sakae Yamamoto 
(Ed�), Human Interface and the Management of Information: 
Applications and Services: 18th International Conference, 
HCI International 2016: Toronto, Canada, July 17-22, 2016� 

Lundström, J�, De Morais, W�, Menezes, M�, Anita Sant’An-
na, A�, Bentes, J�, Synnott, J�, Nugent, C�, & Gabrielli, C� 
(2016) Halmstad Intelligent Home - Capabilities and Op-
portunities� In: The 3rd EAI International Conference on IoT 
Technologies for HealthCare, October 18-19, 2016, Västerås, 
Sweden� Volume 187 of the series Lecture Notes of the Insti-
tute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics and Telecom-
munications Engineering, 9-15�

Mair, J�, Cleland, I�, Nugent, C�, Rafferty, J� & Sant’Anna, 
A� (2016) Sensorized Workplaces for Monitoring Sedentary 
Behavior� In: 38th Annual International Conference of the 
IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, August 
17-20, 2016, Walt Disney World Resort, Orlando, FL, USA, 
2016, 1-6�

Mashad Nemati, H�, Gholami Shahbandi, S� & Åstrand, B� 
(2016)� Human Tracking in Occlusion based on Reappear-
ance Event Estimation�  In: Oleg Gusikhin, Dimitri Peaucelle 
& Kurosh Madani (Ed�), ICINCO 2016: 13th International 
Conference on Informatics in Control, Automation and Ro-
botics: Proceedings, Volume 2� 

Mashad Nemati, H�, Sant´Anna, A� & Nowaczyk, S� (2016)� 
Bayesian Network Representation of Meaningful Patterns in 
Electricity Distribution Grids� Paper presented at 2016 IEEE 
International Energy Conference (ENERGYCON), 4-8 
April, Leuven, Belgium, 4-8 april, 2016�

Nugent, C�, Synnott, J�, Gabrielli, C�, Zhang, S�, Espinil-
la, M�,  Calzada, A�, Lundstrom, J�, Cleland, I�, Synnes, K�, 
Hallberg, J�, Spinsante, S�, & Ortíz, M� A� (2016) Improving 
the quality of user generated data sets for activity recognition 
In: 10th International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing 
and Ambient Intelligence UCAmI 2016, (IWAAL & AmI-
HEALTH included), Canary Islands, (Spain)� November, 29 
- December 2, 2016� Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 
Volume 10070, 104-110�

Sequeira, A� F�, Chen, L�, Wild, P�, Ferryman, J�, Alon-
so-Fernandez, F�, Bigun, J�, Busch, C� (2016)� Cross-Eyed: 
Cross-Spectral Iris/Periocular Recognition Database and 
Competition� Paper presented at 15th International Con-
ference of the Biometrics Special Interest Group, BIOSIG, 
Darmstadt, Germany, 21-23 September, 2016�
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Synnott, J�, Nugent, C� D�, Zhang, S�, Calzada, A�, Cleland, 
I�, Espinilla, M�, Javier, M� & Lundström, J� (2016) Envi-
ronment Simulation for the Promotion of the Open Data 
Initiative� In: 2016 IEEE International Conference on Smart 
Computing, May 18-20, 2016, St� Louis, Missouri, USA, 
2016, 1-6�

Teng, X�, Fan, Y� & Nowaczyk, S� (2016)� Evaluation of Mi-
cro-flaws in Metallic Material Based on A Self-Organized Da-
ta-driven Approach� Paper presented at 2016 IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on Prognostics and Health Management, 
Carleton University, Ottawa, ON, Canada, June 20-22, 
2016�   IEEE conference proceedings�

Uličný, M�, Lundström, J� & Byttner, S� (2016)� Robustness 
of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Image Recog-
nition� Paper presented at First International Symposium, 
ISICS 2016, Mérida, México, March 16-18 2016 (pp� 16-
30)� Cham:  Springer, 597�

Yu, T�, Edén, J�, Englund, C� & Larsson, T� (2016)� Traffic 
Situation Estimator for Adaptive Cruise Control� Paper pre-
sented at 17th WoWMoM 2016, International Symposium 
on a World of Wireless, Mobile and Multimedia Networks, 
Coimbra, Portugal, 21-24 June, 2016� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE, 
Article ID 7523567�

2015

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Farrugia, R� A� & Bigun, J� (2015)� 
Eigen-Patch Iris Super-Resolution For Iris Recognition Im-
provement� Paper presented at 23rd European Signal Process-
ing Conference, EUSIPCO, Nice, France, 31 August–4 Sep-
tember, 2015 (pp� 76-80)�

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Farrugia, R� A� & Bigun, J� (2015)� 
Reconstruction of Smartphone Images for Low Resolution 
Iris Recognition� Paper presented at 7th IEEE International 
Workshop on Information Forensics and Security, WIFS, 
Rome, Italy, 16-19 November, 2015�

Wonneberger, S�, Mühlfellner, P�, Ceriotti, P�, Graf, T�, Ernst, 
R� (2015)� “Parallel feature extraction and heterogeneous 
object-detection for multi-camera driver assistance systems”� 
25th International Conference on Field Programmable Logic 
and Applications (FPL 2015)�

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Mikaelyan, A� & Bigun, J� (2015)� 
Comparison and Fusion of Multiple Iris and Periocular 
Matchers Using Near-Infrared and Visible Images� Paper 
presented at 3rd International Workshop on Biometrics and 
Forensics, IWBF 2015, Gjøvik, Norway, 3-4 March, 2015 
(pp� Article number: 7110234)� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Aramrattana, M�, Larsson, T�, Jansson, J� & Englund, C� 
(2015)� Dimensions of Cooperative Driving, ITS and Auto-
mation� Paper presented at 2015 IEEE Intelligent Vehicles 
Symposium, Seoul, South Korea, June 28 - July 1, 2015 (pp� 
144-149)� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Cooney, M� & Karlsson, S� M� (2015)� Impressions of 
Size-Changing in a Companion Robot� Paper presented at 
2nd International Conference on Physiological Computing 
Systems, PhyCS 2015, ESEO, Angers, Loire Valley, France, 
11-13 February, 2015 (pp� 118-123)�   SciTePress�

Gholami Shahbandi, S�, Åstrand, B� & Philippsen, R� (2015)� 
Semi-Supervised Semantic Labeling of Adaptive Cell Decom-
position Maps in Well-Structured Environments�  Paper pre-
sented at 7th European Conference on Mobile Robots 2015, 
Lincoln, United Kingdom, 2-4 September, 2015� Piscataway, 
NJ:  IEEE Press�

Gottschlich, C�, Mikaelyan, A�, Olsen, M� A�, Bigun, J� & 
Busch, C� (2015)� Improving Fingerprint Alteration Detec-
tion� Paper presented at 9th International Symposium on Im-
age and Signal Processing and Analysis, Zagreb, Croatia, Sep-
tember 7-9, 2015 (pp� 83-86)� Zagreb: University of Zagreb�

Lundström, J�, Ourique de Morais, W� & Cooney, M� (2015)� 
A Holistic Smart Home Demonstrator for Anomaly Detec-
tion and Response� Paper presented at SmartE: Closing the 
Loop – The 2nd IEEE PerCom Workshop on Smart Environ-
ments, St� Louis, Missouri, USA, March 23-27, 2015 (pp� 
330-335)� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Lundström, J�, Synnott, J�, Järpe, E� & Nugent, C� (2015)� 
Smart Home Simulation using Avatar Control and Probabi-
listic Sampling� Paper presented at SmartE: Closing the Loop 
– The 2nd IEEE PerCom Workshop on Smart Environments, 
St� Louis, Missouri, USA, March 23-27, 2015 (pp� 336-341)� 
Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Mashad Nemati, H�, Sant’Anna, A� & Nowaczyk, S� (2015)� 
Reliability Evaluation of Underground Power Cables with 
Probabilistic Models� Paper presented at The 11th Interna-
tional Conference on Data Mining (DMIN’15), Las Vegas, 
Nevada, USA, July 27-30, 2015 (pp� 37-43)�

Ranftl, A�, Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Karlsson, S� (2015)� Face 
Tracking Using Optical Flow: Development of a Real-Time 
AdaBoost Cascade Face Tracker�  In: Paper presented at 14th 
International Conference of the Biometrics Special Interest 
Group, BIOSIG, Darmstadt, Germany, 9-11 September, 
2015�

Taha, W�, Duracz, A�, Zeng, Y�, Atkinson, K�, Bartha, F� Á�, 
Brauner, P�, Grante, C� (2015)� Acumen: An Open-source 
Testbed for Cyber-Physical Systems Research� Paper pre-
sented at EAI International Conference on CYber physiCaL 
systems, iOt and sensors Networks (CYCLONE ’15), Rome, 
Italy, October 26, 2015�

Vaiciukynas, E�, Verikas, A�, Gelzinis, A�, Bacauskiene, M�, 
Minelga, J�, Hållander, M�, Uloza, V� (2015)� Towards Voice 
and Query Data-based Non-invasive Screening for Laryngeal 
Disorders� In: Nikos E� Mastorakis & Imre J� Rudas (Ed�), 
Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Artifi-
cial Intelligence, Knowledge Engineering and Data Bases 
(AIKED ‘15): Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain, January 10 
-12, 2015, (pp� 32- 39), Athens: WSEAS Press� 

Weman Josefsson, K�, Ebbesson, E�, Halila, F�, Johnson, U�, 
Lund, J�, Wickström, N� & Wärnestål, P� (2015)� Application 
of self-determination theory in the e-health industry – pro-
moting sustainable exercise motivation� Paper presented at 
14th European Congress of Sport Psychology, FEPSAC 2015, 
Bern, Switzerland, July 14-19th, 2015 (pp� 372-372)� Bern: 
University of Bern�

Weman Josefsson, K�, Halila, F�, Johnson, U�, Wickström, 
N� & Wärnestål, P� (2015)� Digital interventions in self-de-
termined exercise motivation – interdisciplinary innovations�  
Paper presented at ISBNPA 2015 - Conference for Interna-
tional Society for Behavioral Nutrition and Physical Activity, 
Advancing Behavior Change Science, 3rd - 6th June, 2015, 
Edinburgh, Scotland (pp� 592-592)�

Weman-Josefsson, K� A�, Halila, F�, Johnson, U�, Wickström, 
N� & Wärnestål, P� (2015)� Digital Innovations and Self-de-
termined exercise motivation: an interdisciplinary approach�  
Paper presented at The 6th International Multi-Conference on 
Complexity, Informatics and Cybernetics: IMCIC 2015, Or-
lando, Florida, United States, March 10-13, 2015�

2014

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2014)� Exploting Perioc-
ular and RGB Information in Fake Iris Detection�  In: Petar 
Biljanovic, Zeljko Butkovic, Karolj Skala, Stjepan Golubic, 
Marina Cicin-Sain, Vlado Sruk, Slobodan Ribaric, Stjepan 
Gros, Boris Vrdoljak, Mladen Mauher & Goran Cetusic 
(Ed�), 2014 International Convention on Information and 
Communication Technology, Electronics and Microelectron-
ics (MIPRO): 26 – 30 May 2014 Opatija, Croatia: Proceed-
ings� 

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2014)� Eye Detec-
tion by Complex Filtering for Periocular Recognition�  In: 
2nd International Workshop on Biometrics and Forensics 
(IWBF2014): Valletta, Malta (27-28th March 2014)� 

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2014)� Fake Iris Detection: 
A Comparison Between Near-Infrared and Visible Images�  
In: Workshop on Insight on Eye Biometrics, IEB, in con-
junction with the International Conference on Signal Image 
Technology & Internet Based Systems, SITIS, Marrakech, 
Morocco, 23-27 November, 2014�

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2014)� Best Regions for 
Periocular Recognition with NIR and Visible Images�  In: 
2014 IEEE International Conference on Image Processing 
(ICIP): Paper presented at IEEE International Conference on 
Image Processing, ICIP, Paris, France, 27-30 October, 2014 
(pp� 4987-4991)� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Carpatorea, I�, Nowaczyk, S�, Rögnvaldsson, T� & Elmer, M� 
(2014)� APPES Maps as Tools for Quantifying Performance 
of Truck Drivers� Paper presented at The 10th International 
Conference on Data Mining, DMIN´14, July 21-24,  Las Ve-
gas, Nevada, USA (pp� 10-16)� USA:  CSREA Press�

Fan, Y�, Nowaczyk, S� & Rögnvaldsson, T� (2014)� Using His-
tograms to Find Compressor Deviations in Bus Fleet Data�  
In: Paper presented at The Swedish AI Society (SAIS) Work-
shop 2014, Stockholm, Sweden, May 22-23, 2014�

Gelzinis, A�, Verikas, A�, Vaiciukynas, E�, Bacauskiene, M�, 
Minelga, J�, Hållander, M�, Padervinskis, E� (2014)� Explor-
ing sustained phonation recorded with acoustic and contact 
microphones to screen for laryngeal disorders� Paper present-
ed at CICARE 2014 – 2014 IEEE Symposium on Computa-
tional Intelligence in Healthcare and e-health, Orlando, Flor-
ida, USA, December 9-12, 2014 (pp� 125-132)� Piscataway, 
NJ:  IEEE Press�

Gholami Shahbandi, S� & Åstrand, B� (2014)� Modeling of a 
Large Structured Environment: With a Repetitive Canonical 
Geometric-Semantic Model�  In: Michael Mistry, Aleš Leon-
ardis, Mark Witkowski & Chris Melhuish (Ed�), Advances 
in Autonomous Robotics Systems: 15th Annual Conference, 
TAROS 2014, Birmingham, UK, September 1-3, 2014� 

Gholami Shahbandi, S�, Åstrand, B� & Philippsen, R� (2014)� 
Sensor Based Adaptive Metric-Topological Cell Decomposi-
tion Method for Semantic Annotation of Structured Environ-
ments� Paper presented at 13th International Conference on 
Control, Automation, Robotics and Vision, ICARCV 2014, 
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore, December 10-12, 2014�

Hofbauer, H�, Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Wild, P�, Bigun, J� & 
Uhl, A� (2014)� A Ground Truth for Iris Segmentation� Paper 
presented at 22nd International Conference on Pattern Rec-
ognition, ICPR, Stockholm, Sweden, August 24-28, 2014 
(pp� 527-532)� Los Alamitos:  IEEE Computer Society�

Carpatorea, I�, Nowaczyk, S�, Rögnvaldsson, T� & Elmer, 
M� (2014)� Towards Data Driven Method for Quantifying 
Performance of Truck Drivers� Paper presented at 28th An-
nual workshop of the Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society 
(SAIS), Stockholm, Sweden, May 22-23, 2014�
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Khandelwal, S� & Wickström, N� (2014)� Identification of 
Gait Events using Expert Knowledge and Continuous Wave-
let Transform Analysis� Paper presented at 7th International 
Conference on Bio-inspired Systems and Signal Processing 
(BIOSIGNALS 2014), Angers, France, March 3-6, 2014 (pp� 
197-204)� [S�l�]:  SciTePress�

Khandelwal, S� & Wickström, N� (2014)� Detecting Gait 
Events from Outdoor Accelerometer Data for Long-term 
and Continuous Monitoring Applications� Paper presented 
at 13th International Symposium on 3D Analysis of Human 
Movement (3D-AHM 2014), 14–17 July, 2014, Lausanne, 
Switzerland (pp� 151-154)� 

Krish, R� P�, Fierrez, J�, Ramos, D�, Ortega-Garcia, J� & Bi-
gun, J� (2014)� Partial Fingerprint Registration for Forensics 
using Minutiae-generated Orientation Fields� Paper presented 
at IWBF 2014 – 2nd International Workshop on Biometrics 
and Forensics 2014, Valletta, Malta, 27-28th March, 2014� 
Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Krish, R� P�, Fierrez, J�, Ramos, D�, Ortega-Garcia, J� & Bi-
gun, J� (2014)� Pre-registration for Improved Latent Finger-
print Identification� Paper presented at 22nd International 
Conference on Pattern Recognition, Stockholm, Sweden, 
August 24-28, 2014 (pp� 696-701)� Los Alamitos:  IEEE 
Computer Society�

Mashad Nemati, H�, Sant’Anna, A� & Nowaczyk, S� (2014)� 
Overview of Smart Grid Challenges in Sweden� Paper pre-
sented at 28th annual workshop of the Swedish Artificial In-
telligence Society (SAIS), Stockholm, Sweden, May 22-23, 
2014� Stockholm�

Masood, J�, Philippsen, R�, Duracz, J�, Taha, W�, Eriksson, 
H� & Grante, C� (2014)� Domain Analysis for Standardised 
Functional Safety: A Case Study on Design-Time Verifica-
tion of Automatic Emergency Breaking� Paper presented at 
International Federation of Automotive Engineering Societies 
2014 World Automotive Congress, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands, 2-6 June, 2014� Hague: FISITA�

Mikaelyan, A�, Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2014)� 
Periocular Recognition by Detection of Local Symmetry 
Patterns� Paper presented at Workshop on Insight on Eye 
Biometrics (IEB) in conjunction with The 10th International 
Conference on Signal Image Technology & Internet Based 
Systems (SITIS), Marrakech, Morocco, 23-27 November, 
2014�

Mikaelyan, A� & Bigun, J� (2014)� Symmetry Assessment by 
Finite Expansion: application to forensic fingerprints� Paper 
presented at 2014 International Conference of the Biometrics 
Special Interest Group (BIOSIG), Darmstadt, Germany, 10-
12 September, 2014 (pp� 87-98)�

Mikaelyan, A� & Bigun, J� (2014)� SAFE features for match-
ing fingermarks by neighbourhoods of single minutiae�  Paper 
presented at 14th International Symposium on Communica-
tions and Information Technologies (ISCIT 2014), Incheon, 
South Korea, September 24-26, 2014 (pp� 181-185)� Piscat-
away, N�J�:  IEEE Press�

Minelga, J�, Gelzinis, A�, Vaiciukynas, E�, Verikas, A�, Ba-
causkiene, M�, Padervinskis, E� & Uloza, V� (2014)� Com-
paring Throat and Acoustic Microphones for Laryngeal Pa-
thology Detection from Human Voice� Paper presented at 
ECT 2014 – The 9th International Conference on Electrical 
and Control Technologies, Kaunas, Lithuania, 8-9 May, 2014 
(pp� 50-53)� Kaunas: Kaunas University of Technology�

Nemati, H� & Åstrand, B� (2014)� Tracking of People in Paper 
Mill Warehouse Using Laser Range Sensor�  Paper presented 
at 2014 UKSim-AMSS 8th European Modelling Symposium, 
EMS 2014, Pisa, Italy, 21-23 October, 2014 (pp� 52-57)� Pis-
cataway, NJ:  IEEE Communications Society�

Ourique de Morais, W�, Mayr, M�, Wickström, N� & 
Philippsen, R� (2014)� Ambient Intelligence and Robotics: 
complementing one another to support Ambient Assisted 
Living�  Paper presented at 13th International Conference In-
telligent Autonomous Systems, Padova & Venice, Italy, 15-19 
July, 2014�

Ourique de Morais, W� & Wickström, N� (2014)� A light-
weight method for detecting sleep-related activities based on 
load sensing�  In: Paper presented at IEEE 3rd International 
Conference on Serious Games and Applications for Health 
(SeGAH 2014), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, May 14-16, 2014�

Rögnvaldsson, T�, Norrman, H�, Byttner, S� & Järpe, E� 
(2014)� Estimating p-Values for Deviation Detection� Paper 
presented at SASO 2014 - Eighth IEEE International Confer-
ence on Self-Adaptive and Self-Organizing Systems, Imperial 
College, London, United Kingdom, September 8-12, 2014 
(pp� 100-109)� Los Alamitos, CA:  IEEE Computer Society�

Sant’Anna, A� (2014)� Activity monitoring as a tool for per-
son-centered care: preliminary report� Paper presented at 
2014 IEEE International Conference on Bioinformatics and 
Biomedicine, Belfast, United Kingdom, 2-5 November, 2014 
(pp� 48-51)� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Sant’Anna, A� & Bass, R� (2014)� A New Two-Degree-of-
Freedom Space Heating Model for Demand Response�  Pa-
per presented at 3rd International Conference on Smart Grids 
and Green IT Systems - SMARTGREENS 2014, Barcelona, 
Spain, 3-4 April, 2014 (pp� 5-13)� [S� l�]:  SciTePress�

Taheri, T� & Sant’Anna, A� (2014)� Non-Invasive Breathing 
Rate Detection Using a Very Low Power Ultra-wide-band 
Radar� Paper presented at 2014 IEEE International Con-
ference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine, Belfast, United 
Kingdom, 2-5 November, 2014 (pp� 78-83)� Piscataway, NJ:  
IEEE Press�

Weman-Josefsson, K� A�, Halila, F�, Johnson, U�, Lindwall, 
M�, Wickström, N� & Wärnestål, P� (2014)� Digital innova-
tions and self-determined exercise motivation: a person-cen-
tred perspective�  Paper presented at Vitalis - Nordens ledande 
eHälsomöte 2014, Göteborg, Sverige, 8-10 april, 2014 (pp� 
22-25)� Göteborg: Vitalis & Sahlgrenska akademin, Göte-
borgs universitet�

Zhang, M�, Liu, J�, Sun, Z�, Tan, T�, Su, W�, Alonso-Fernan-
dez, F�, Joshi, A� (2014)� The First ICB Competition on Iris 
Recognition� Paper presented at IJCB-2014, IEEE/IAPR 
International Joint Conference on Biometrics, Clearwater 
(Tampa), FL, 29 Sept – 2 Oct, 2014�

2013

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2013)� Quality Factors 
Affecting Iris Segmentation and Matching� Paper presented 
at ICB-2013, The 6th IAPR International Conference on Bio-
metrics, Madrid, Spain, June 4-7, 2013 (pp� Article number 
6613016)� Piscataway, N�J�:  IEEE conference proceedings�

Aue, J�, Schmid, M�R�, Graf, T�, Effertz, J�, and Muehlfellner, 
P� (2013)� “Object Tracking from Medium Level Stereo Cam-
era Data Providing Detailed Shape Estimation Using Local 
Grid Maps”� Paper presented at IEEE Intelligent Vehicles 
Symposium, June 23-26, 2013, Gold Cost, Australia (pp� 57-
62)� Piscataway, NJ: IEEE Operations Center�

Byttner, S�, Nowaczyk, S�, Prytz, R� & Rögnvaldsson, T� 
(2013)� A field test with self-organized modeling for knowl-
edge discovery in a fleet of city buses� Paper presented at 10th 
IEEE International Conference on Mechatronics and Auto-
mation, IEEE ICMA 2013, Takamastu, Japan, 4-7 August, 
2013 (pp� 896-901)� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Press�

Furgale, P�, Schwesinger, U�, Rufli, M�, Derendarz, W�, Grim-
mett, H�, Mühlfellner, P�, Wonneberger, S�, Timpner, J�, 
Rottmann, S�, Li, B�, Schmidt, B�, Nguyen, T�N�, Cardarel-
li, E�, Cattani, S�, Brüning, S�, Horstmann, S�, Stellmacher, 
M�, Mielenz, H�, Köser, K�, Beermann, M�, Häne, C�, Heng, 
L�, Lee, G�H�, Fraundorfer, F�, Iser, R�, Triebel, R�, Posner, I�, 
Newman, P�, Wolf, L�, Pollefeys, M�, Brosig, S�, Effertz, J�, 
Pradalier, C�, Siegwart, R� (2013)� Toward automated driv-
ing in cities using close-to-market sensors: An overview of the 
v-charge project� Paper presented at IEEE Intelligent Vehicles 
Symposium, June 23-26, 2013, Gold Cost, Australia (pp� 57-
62)� Piscataway, NJ: IEEE Operations Center�

Gelzinis, A�, Verikas, A�, Bacauskiene, M� & Vaiciukynas, E� 
(2013)� Learning Accurate Active Contours�  Paper present-
ed at 14th International Conference, EANN 2013, Halkidiki, 
Greece, September 13-16 (pp� 396-405)� Berlin Heidelberg:  
Springer Berlin/Heidelberg�

Kalsyte, Z�, Verikas, A�, Bacauskiene, M� & Gelzinis, A� 
(2013)� A Novel Technique to Design an Adaptive Commit-
tee of Models Applied to Predicting Company’s Future Per-
formance� Paper presented at 5th International Conference on 
Computer Research and Development (ICCRD 2013), Ho 
Chi Minh City, Vietnam, February 23-24, 2013 (pp� 65-70)� 
New York, NY:  ASME Press�

Khandelwal, S� & Chevallereau, C� (2013)� Estimation of the 
Trunk Attitude of a Humanoid by Data Fusion of Inertial 
Sensors and Joint Encoders� Paper presented at The 16th Inter-
national Conference on Climbing and Walking Robots and 
the Support Technologies for Mobile Machines (CLAWAR 
2013), Sydney, Australia, 14-17 July, 2013 (pp� 822-830)� 
Singapore:  World Scientific�

Mikaelyan, A� & Bigun, J� (2013)� Frequency and ridge esti-
mation using structure tensor� Paper presented at Biometric 
Technologies in Forensic Science (BTFS 2013), Nijmegen, 
Netherlands, October 14-15, 2013 (pp� 58-59)� Nijmegen: 
Radboud University Nijmegen�

Muehlfellner, P�, Furgale, P� T�, Derendarz, W� & Philippsen, 
R� (2013)� Evaluation of Fisheye-Camera Based Visual 
Multi-Session Localization in a Real-World Scenario� Paper 
presented at IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, June 23-
26, 2013, Gold Cost, Australia (pp� 57-62)� Piscataway, NJ: 
IEEE Operations Center�

Nowaczyk, S�, Prytz, R�, Rögnvaldsson, T� & Byttner, S� 
(2013)� Towards a Machine Learning Algorithm for Predict-
ing Truck Compressor Failures Using Logged Vehicle Data�  
Paper presented at 12th Scandinavian Conference on Artifi-
cial Intelligence, Aalborg, Denmark, November 20–22, 2013 
(pp� 205-214)� Amsterdam:  IOS Press�

Ourique de Morais, W� & Wickström, N� (2013)� A ”Smart 
Bedroom” as an Active Database System� Paper presented at 
9th International Conference on Intelligent Environments, IE 
2013, Athens, Greece, 18-19 July, 2013 (pp� 250-253)� Los 
Alamitos, CA:  IEEE Computer Society�

Prytz, R�, Nowaczyk, S�, Rögnvaldsson, T� & Byttner, S� 
(2013)� Analysis of Truck Compressor Failures Based on 
Logged Vehicle Data� Paper presented at 9th International 
Conference on Data Mining, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA, July 
22–25, 2013�   CSREA Press�

Taha, W�, Cartwright, R�, Philippsen, R� & Zeng, Y� (2013)� 
A First Course on Cyber Physical Systems�  Paper presented at 
2013 Workshop on Embedded and Cyber-Physical Systems 
Education (WESE), Montreal, Canada, October 3, 2013�
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Vaiciukynas, E�, Verikas, A�, Gelzinis, A�, Bacauskiene, M�, 
Sulcius, S�, Paskauskas, R� & Olenina, I� (2013)� Proto-
type-Based Contour Detection Applied to Segmentation of 
Phytoplankton Images� Paper presented at 3rd World Confer-
ence on Information Technology (WCIT-2012), 14-16 No-
vember 2012, University of Barcelon, Barcelona, Spain (pp� 
1285-1292)�

Zeng, Y�, Rose, C�, Brauner, P�, Taha, W�, Masood, J�, 
Philippsen, R�, Cartwright, R� (2013)� Modeling Basic As-
pects of Cyber-Physical Systems, Part II�  In: Christian Schle-
gel, Ulrik Pagh Schultz, Serge Stinckwich (Ed�), Proceedings 
DSLRob 2013: Paper presented at 4th International Work-
shop on Domain-Specific Languages and models for ROBot-
ic systems (DSLRob-13)�

2012

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2012)� Iris Boundaries 
Segmentation Using the Generalized Structure Tensor: A 
Study on the Effects of Image Degradation� Paper presented 
at The IEEE Fifth International Conference on Biometrics: 
Theory, Applications and Systems (BTAS 2012), Washington 
DC, September 23-26, 2012 (pp� 426-431)� Piscataway, N�J�:  
IEEE Press�

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2012)� Periocular Recog-
nition Using Retinotopic Sampling and Gabor Decomposi-
tion� Paper presented at International Workshop “What’s in a 
Face?” WIAF, in conjunction with the 12th European Confer-
ence on Computer Vision, ECCV 2012, Florence, Italy, 7-13 
October, 2012 (pp� 309-318)� Berlin:  Springer�

Andreasson, H�, Bouguerra, A�, Åstrand, B� & Rögnvaldsson, 
T� (2012)� Gold-fish SLAM: An application of SLAM to lo-
calize AGVs� Paper presented at The 8th International Confer-
ence on Field and Service Robotics, Matsushima, Miyagi, Ja-
pan, July 16-19, 2012 (pp� 585-598)� Heidelberg:  Springer�

Brorsson, S�, Gelzinis, A�, Tonkonogi, M� & Verikas, A� 
(2012)� Differences in the muscle activities in the forearm 
muscles in healthy men and women� Paper presented at 
XIXth Congress of the International Society of Electrophys-
iology & Kinesiology, Brisbane, Australia, 19-21 July 2012 
(pp� 437-437)� Brisbane, Australia�

Gelzinis, A�, Vaiciukynas, E�, Bacauskiene, M�, Verikas, A�, 
Sulcius, S�, Paskauskas, R� & Oleninaz, I� (2012)� Boosting 
performance of the edge-based active contour model applied 
to phytoplankton images� Paper presented at 13th IEEE Inter-
national Symposium on Computational Intelligence and In-
formatics (CINTI2012), November 20-22, Budapest, Hun-
gary (pp� 273-277)� Piscataway:  IEEE Press�

Kalsyte, Z�, Verikas, A� & Vasiliauskaite, A� (2012)� Predict-
ing trends of financial attributes by an adaptive committee of 
models�  Paper presented at The 7th International Conference 
on Electrical and Control Technologies, ECT-2012, Kaunas, 
Lithuania, May 3-4, 2012 (pp� 48-53)� Kaunas, Lithuania: 
Kaunas University of Technology�

Karginova, N�, Byttner, S� & Svensson, M� (2012)� Data-driv-
en methods for classification of driving styles in buses�  In: 
Paper presented at SAE 2012 World Congress & Exhibition, 
Cobo Center, Detroit, Michigan, USA, April 24-26, 2012� 
Warrendale, PA: SAE International�

Karlsson, S� M� & Bigun, J� (2012)� Lip-motion events anal-
ysis and lip segmentation using optical flow� Paper presented 
at 2012 IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer 
Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops, CVPRW 2012, 
16-21 June, 2012, Rhode Island, USA (pp� 138-145)� Piscat-
away, N�J�:  IEEE Press�

Mikaelyan, A� & Bigun, J� (2012)� Ground truth and evalua-
tion for latent fingerprint matching�  Paper presented at 2012 
IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision 
and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Providence, Rhode Island, 
June 16-21, 2012 (pp� 83-88)� Piscataway, NJ:  IEEE Com-
puter Society�

Nowaczyk, S�, Byttner, S� & Prytz, R� (2012)� Ideas for Fault 
Detection Using Relation Discovery� Paper presented at The 
27th annual workshop of the Swedish Artificial Intelligence 
Society (SAIS), 14–15 May 2012, Örebro, Sweden (pp� 1-6)� 
Linköping:  Linköping University Electronic Press�

Sant’Anna, A�, Wickström, N�, Eklund, H� & Tranberg, R� 
(2012)� A wearable gait analysis system using inertial sensors 
Part II: Evaluation in a clinical setting� Paper presented at In-
ternational Conference on Bio-inspired Systems and Signal 
Processing, BIOSIGNALS 2012, Vilamoura, Algarve, 1-4 
February, 2012 (pp� 5-14)� [S� l�]:  SciTePress�

Sant’Anna, A�, Wickström, N�, Zügner, R� & Tranberg, R� 
(2012)� A wearable gait analysis system using inertial sensors 
Part I: Evaluation of measures of gait symmetry and normali-
ty against 3D kinematic data� Paper presented at Internation-
al Conference on Bio-inspired Systems and Signal Process-
ing, BIOSIGNALS 2012, Vilamoura, Algarve, 1-4 February, 
2012 (pp� 180-188)� [S� l�]:  SciTePress�

Sentis, L�, Petersen, J� G� & Philippsen, R� (2012)� Experi-
ments with Balancing on Irregular Terrains using the Dream-
er Mobile Humanoid Robot� Paper presented at Robotics: 
Science and Systems VIII, University of Sydney, Sydney, 
NSW, Australia, July 09-13, 2012�

Taha, W� & Philippsen, R� (2012)� Modeling Basic Aspects of 
Cyber-Physical Systems�  In: 3rd International Workshop on 
Domain-Specific Languages and models for ROBotic systems 
(DSLRob-12): Paper presented at 3rd International Confer-
ence on Simulation, Modeling, and Programming for Auton-
omous Robots (SIMPAR-2012),  Tsukuba, Japan, November 
5-8, 2012�

Vachkov, G�, Byttner, S� & Svensson, M� (2012)� Battery ag-
ing detection based on sequential clustering and similarity 
analysis� Paper presented at 6th IEEE International Confer-
ence Intelligent Systems, IS 2012, Sofia, Bulgaria, 6-8 Sep-
tember 2012, Category number: CFP12802-PRT, Code: 
94030 (pp� 42-47)� Piscataway, N�J�:  IEEE Press�

OTHER CONFERENCE PAPERS

Chen, L�, Englund, C� (2018), Future autonomous airports: a 
system-of-systems approach� In Axelsson, J�, ed�: Proceedings 
of the Third Swedish Workshop on the Engineering of Sys-
tems-of-Systems (SWESoS2018), Linköping, Sweden, RISE, 
pp� 11–13

Cooney, M�, Pashami, S�, and Lilienthal, A� J� (2017)� 
Breath-Sensing Robots: Looking Toward a Person using a Gas 
Sensor� Conference: 5th Swedish Workshop on Data Science 
(SweDS 2017), December 12�

Cooney, M�, Pashami, S�, Fan, Y�, Sant’Anna, A�, Ma, Y�, 
Zhang, T�, Zhao, Y�, Hotze, W�, Heyne, J�, Englund, C�, Lil-
ienthal, A�J�, and Ziemke, T� (2017) Exploring interactive ca-
pabilities for home robots via medium fidelity prototyping� 
arXiv:1710�01541

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, Mikaelyan, A, and Bigun, J� (2017), 
“Compact Multi-scale Periocular Recognition Using SAFE 
Features”, Proc� Swedish Symposium on Image Analysis, 
SSBA (Linköping, Sweden), March 13-15 2017

Nemati, H�, Fan, Y�, and Alonso-Fernandez, F� (2016), 
“Hand Detection and Gesture Recognition Using Symmet-
ric Patterns”, Proc� Swedish Symposium on Image Analysis, 
SSBA (Uppsala, Sweden), March 14-16 2016 (Oral)

Alonso-Fernandez, F� and Bigun, J� (2016), “Periocular Bio-
metrics: Databases, Algorithms and Directions”, Proc� Swed-
ish Symposium on Image Analysis, SSBA (Uppsala, Sweden), 
March 14-16 2016 (Oral)

Hedenberg, K� & Åstrand, B� (2015)� 3D Sensors on Driv-
erless Trucks for Detection of Overhanging Objects in the 
Pathway�  In: Paper presented at ICRA 2015 Workshop on 
Autonomous Industrial Vehicles: From the Laboratory to the 
Factory Floor, Seattle, WA, USA, 30 May, 2015�

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2013)� Biometric Recogni-
tion Using Periocular Images�  In: Paper presented at Swedish 
Symposium on Image Analysis 2013 (SSBA 2013), Gothen-
burg, 14-15 March�

Eriksson, H�, Isaksson, A� & Lundström, J� (2013)� Technol-
ogy and trust: Social and technical innovation in elderly care�  
Paper presented at Equality, Growth and Innovation - In 
Theory and Practice, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, 
Sweden, 9-10 October, 2013 (pp� 17-18)�

Weman-Josefsson, K� A�, Wärnestål, P�, Johnson, U�, Halila, 
F� & Wickström, N� (2013)� An interdisciplinary project plan 
on Digital Innovations and Self-determined Exercise Motiva-
tion� Paper presented at CVHI Research School ”Entrepre-
neurship and Health”, 2nd Open Seminar, ”Entrepreneurship, 
Health, and Innovation”, Halmstad University, Halmstad, 
Sweden, November 12th, 2013�

Alonso-Fernandez, F� & Bigun, J� (2012)� Iris Segmentation 
Using the Generalized Structure Tensor� Paper presented at 
SSBA Symposium 2012 (SSBA2012), Stockholm, Sweden, 
8-9 mars, 2012�

BOOK CHAPTERS

Alonso-Fernandez, F�, and Bigun, J� (2017) “An Overview of 
Periocular Biometrics”, in Iris and Periocular Biometric Rec-
ognition, (C� Busch, C� Rathgeb, Eds�), pp� 29-54, IET 2017, 
ISBN: 978-1-78561-168-1

Hedenberg, K� and Åstrand, B�, (2016) “3D Sensors on Driv-
erless Trucks for Detection of Overhanging Objects in the 
Pathway,” Autonomous Industrial Vehicles: From the Labo-
ratory to the Factory Floor, ASTM STP1594, R� Bostelman 
and E� Messina, Eds�, ASTM International, West Consho-
hocken, PA, pp� 41–56, doi:10�1520/STP1594201500513

Alonso-Fernandez F�, Fierrez J�, Bigun J� (2015) Quality Mea-
sures in Biometric Systems� In: Li S�Z�, Jain A�K� (eds) En-
cyclopedia of Biometrics� Springer, Boston, MA, https://doi�
org/10�1007/978-1-4899-7488-4_9129 

Alonso-Fernandez F�, Fierrez J� (2015) Fingerprint Data-
bases and Evaluation� In: Li S�Z�, Jain A�K� (eds) Encyclo-
pedia of Biometrics� Springer, Boston, MA, https://doi�
org/10�1007/978-1-4899-7488-4_61 

Andreasson, H�, Bouguerra, A�, Åstrand, B� & Rögnvaldsson, 
T� (2014)� Gold-Fish SLAM: An Application of SLAM to Lo-
calize AGVs�  In: Yoshida, Kazuya; Tadokoro, Satoshi (Ed�), 
Field and Service Robotics: Results of the 8th International 
Conference (pp� 585-598)� Heidelberg, Germany:  Springer 
Berlin/Heidelberg, 92�
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Ourique de Morais, W�, Lundström, J� & Wickström, N� 
(2013)� A Database-Centric Architecture for Home-Based 
Health Monitoring�  In: Christopher Nugent, Antonio Cor-
onato, José Bravo (Ed�), Ambient Assisted Living and Active 
Aging: 5th International Work-Conference, IWAAL 2013, 
Carrillo, Costa Rica, December 2-6, 2013, Proceedings (pp� 
26-34)� Heidelberg, Germany:  Springer, 8277�

Sant’Anna, A� & Wickström, N� (2013)� Symbolic Approach 
to Motion Analysis: Framework and Gait Analysis Case Stud-
ies (1ed�)�  In: Fei Hu (Ed�), Telehealthcare Computing and 
Engineering: Principles and Design (pp� 561-606)� Boca Ra-
ton:  CRC Press�

Sant’Anna, A�, Wickström, N�, Eklund, H�, Zügner, R� & 
Tranberg, R� (2013)� Assessment of Gait Symmetry and Gait 
Normality Using Inertial Sensors: In-Lab and In-Situ Evalua-
tion�  In: Joaquim Gabriel et al� (Ed�), Biomedical Engineer-
ing Systems and Technologies: 5th International Joint Confer-
ence, BIOSTEC 2012, Vilamoura, Portugal, February 1-4, 
2012, Revised Selected Papers (pp� 239-254)� Heidelberg:  
Springer Berlin/Heidelberg�

PATENTS

Derendarz, W�W, Mühlfellner, P�, Grysczyk, S�, Junge, L�, 
Waldmann, R�, Wonneberger, S�, Holleis, T�, Brüning, S�, 
Horstmann, S�, Brummer, C�, Bartholomaeus, M�, Stell-
macher, M�, Nicklas, M�, Pucks, F�, Last, C� (2018)� Meth-
od for the automated driving of a vehicle, in particular of a 
motor vehicle, in order to approach a parking position� US 
Patent Application 2018/0281859 A1 (priority date 2015 in 
Germany - partly a result of Peter Mühlfellner’s work as in-
dustrial PhD student at VW 2012-2015)

Derendarz, W�W�, Mühlfellner, P�, Grysczyk, S�, Junge, L�, 
Waldmann, R�, Wonneberger, S�, Holleis, T�, Brüning, S�, 
Horstmann, S�, Brummer, C�, Bartholomaeus, M�, Stell-
macher, M�, Nicklas, M�, Pucks, F�, Last, C� (2018) Method 
and Device for Carrying Out an Automatic Drive of a Vehi-
cle� US Patent Application 2018/0265130 A1 (priority date 
2015 in Germany - partly a result of Peter Mühlfellner’s work 
as industrial PhD student at VW 2012-2015)

Karlsson, N�, Svensson, M�, Prytz, R�, Nowaczyk, S�, Byttner, 
S�, Rögnvaldsson, T� (2018)� Method for monitoring the op-
eration of a sensor� US Patent 10,109,118 B2

Teferi Lemma, D� & Bigun, J� (2014)� Method and appara-
tus for encoding and reading optical machine-readable data 
codes� US patent 8,757,490 B2�

Verikas, A�, Viberg, P�, Razanskas, P� (2014)� A method for 
detection of muscle fatigue during dynamic work in EMG 
signals and means for obtaining and processing said sig-
nal� Swedish national patent application number 92562 
20141204�

Holmberg, U�, Petersson, D�, Salomonson, T�, Johansson, 
J� (2014)� Power assisting system and method� EP2248501 
(B1)�

Hansson, J�, Svensson, M�, Rögnvaldsson, T� & Byttner, S� 
(2013)� Remote diagnosis modelling� US patent 8,543,282 
B2�

PhD Theses

Khandelwal, S� (2018)� Gait Event Detection in the Real 
World� Doctoral dissertation� 

Gholami Shahbandi, S� (2018)� Interpretation and Align-
ment of 2D Indoor Maps?: Towards a Heterogeneous Map 
Representation� Doctoral dissertation� 

Mühlfellner, P� (2015)� Lifelong visual localization for auto-
mated vehicles� Doctoral dissertation� 

Mikaelyan, A� (2015)� Compact orientation and frequency 
estimation with applications in biometrics: Biometrics on the 
orientation express�  Doctoral dissertation� 

Ourique de Morais, W� (2015)� Architecting Smart Home 
Environments for Healthcare: A Database-Centric Approach�  
Doctoral dissertation� 

Lundström, J� (2014)� Situation Awareness in Colour Print-
ing and Beyond�  Doctoral dissertation� 

Sant’Anna, A� (2012)� A Symbolic Approach to Human Mo-
tion Analysis Using Inertial Sensors: Framework and Gait 
Analysis Study� Doctoral dissertation� 

Licentiate theses

Mashad Nemati, H� (2017)� Data-Driven Methods for Re-
liability Evaluation of Power Cables in Smart Distribution 
Grids� 

Carpatorea, I� (2017)� Methods to quantify and qualify truck 
driver performance� 

Fan, Y� (2016)� A Self-Organized Fault Detection Method for 
Vehicle Fleets�  Licentiate dissertation� 

Gholami Shahbandi, S� (2016)� Semantic Mapping in Ware-
houses�  Licentiate dissertation�

Hedenberg, K� (2014)� Obstacle Detection for Driverless 
Trucks in Industrial Environments�  Licentiate dissertation� 

Prytz, R� (2014)� Machine learning methods for vehicle pre-
dictive maintenance using off-board and on-board data� Li-
centiate dissertation� 

Lundström, J� (2012)� Understanding Offset Print Quality: 
A Computational Intelligence-based Approach� Studies from 
the School of Science and Technology 26, Örebro University�
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Thanks to:

 Our main funder

The Knowledge Foundation

Our Industrial partners in CAISR:

Kollmorgen Automation AB
NEAT Electronics AB

Swedish Adrenaline AB
Tappa Service AB

Toyota Material Handling Europe AB
Volvo Technology AB/ Volvo Group Trucks Technology

Volvo Bus Corporation

And partners in projects supported with other funding than the Knowledge 
Foundation CAISR funding:

Affecto Sweden AB
Alfa Laval AB

EasyServ Sweden AB
FacePhi Biometria Ltd.

Fysiotest Europa AB
Getinge AB

Halmstad municipality
HEM - Halmstad Energi och Miljö AB

HMS Industrial Networks AB
HotSwap Norden AB

Region Halland
Smartilizer Scandinavia AB

Sydpumpen AB
Videquus AB

Öresundskraft AB

The Knowledge Foundation funds research and com-
petence development at Sweden’s new universities� The 
Foundation was established by the Swedish government 
in 1994, and the Foundation’s overall mission is to st-
rengthen Sweden’s competitiveness�

The Knowledge Foundation has the following objectives:

•  to support the exchange of knowledge and skills 
between the business sector on one hand, and uni-
versities, higher education institutions (HEIs), and 
research institutes on the other�

•  to fund research at smaller and mid-sized HEIs and 
Sweden’s new universities (founded after the founda-
tion was formed) in special profile areas�

•  to promote information technology�

The Knowledge Foundation achieves these objectives by 
helping young universities build internationally competi-
tive research environments, work long-term on strategic 
profiling and increase the cooperation between academia, 
industry and institutes� The Foundation funding pro-
grams are all characterized by a long-term perspective and 
requirements for co-production with industrial partners�
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CAISR
CAISR, the Center for Applied Intelligent Systems Research, is a long-term 
research program on intelligent systems established by Halmstad University. 
The program is funded by the University and the Knowledge Foundation with 
support from Swedish Industry. 

The subject expertize in the center is in signal analysis, machine learning and 
mechatronics. Several industrial partners are collaborating with researchers 
from the University in joint projects, and take an active part in the develop-
ment of CAISR. The key application areas that the center does research in are 
intelligent vehicles and health technology. The industrial partners include 
multinational companies as well as research-based growing companies. 

The mission of CAISR is to serve and promote the development of industry 
and society. It is a center for industrially motivated research on the future 
technologies for and application opportunities with aware intelligent systems. 
CAISR will serve as a partner for industry´s own research and development, 
as a recruitment base for those who seek staff with state-of-the-art knowledge 
in intelligent systems technologies, and as a competence resource for industry 
and society. All research is conducted within different research projects.


